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With the years sales now completed, the sales summary printed on page 101 shows that
while many records have not been set, it was a most successful year with most areas only
marginally different to the record levels set last year.
The gross proceeds from the 25 auctions sales conducted nation wide of $22,661,741 is
just $17,659 down on the record set last year.
Total bull numbers of 3621 are just 2 up on last year. Registered bull numbers were down
95 on last year or 4.4% due in part to our inability to split the registered and herd bulls at
some sales. The trend however for buyers with better budgets to want pedigree information
is as strong as ever. Female numbers increased by 243 or 34.8% to 933, the second highest
on record. The registered bull average of $6,451 is down $338 or 4.9% on last year and is
the fifth highest average ever recorded. In contrast the herd bull average of $3,825 is up
6.5% on last year and is a record. The total bull average of $5,299 is just $92 or 1.7% down
on last years record and the second highest in our history. The 34.8% increase in female
numbers did have an impact on the registered female average prices pushing it down
by $857 or 18.7% to $3,725, the fifth highest average on record.
With few exceptions sale clearances were outstanding which is in stark contract to the
performance of a number of our competitors breeds and seven of the top ten prices
recorded nationally were Brahmans.
While our sales success has been exceptional, there has been somewhat of a softening
in confidences as the year has progressed, no doubt driven by the decline in the cattle
market, increasing interest rates, the high value of the Australian dollar and high grain
prices impacting the feedlot sector.
This should help to focus the commercial industry, an efficiency of production, which will
be in our favour. However we need to ensure that the bulls we provide to the commercial
industry are those with the survival and production traits to compete in an increasing
challenging industry.
The increased success and use of ET and IVF technology allows numbers of sale animals
to be increased quickly. We need to ensure that in using this technology we don’t get
removed from the commercial industries requirements and also be aware of the
consequences of an oversupply.
Editor
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President’s paragraph
At the time of writing there are only a couple
of Brahman sales that remain for the year
and the breed has performed well with
solid averages and almost total clearances.
Brahman Week set a new record average
of $6664 for almost a thousand bulls.
This against a backdrop of an ongoing
drought in many areas and other breed
sales struggling with only moderate
clearances.
My last presidents paragraph has me
thinking how quickly the last three years
have passed and what a future I believe the
Brahman breed has to look forward to.
Not only has the cattle industry in Northern
Australia been built on Brahmans, I see
them being the solid rock in the whole
Australian Beef Industry.
Let me relate some points to the four main
influences on profitability in the beef
industry in order of importance.
Firstly – Survival: Stating the obvious
however the Brahman of today is far more
that just a survivor.
Secondly – Fertility: While we hear theories
that other breeds can improve fertility, these
are simplistic arguments mostly tried in
better than normal conditions. Cow and
bull longevity as well as mature cow weight
are becoming more accepted as relevant
points in some herds that have changed
tack.
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Thirdly – Weight Gain: The only situation
where Brahmans are topped in weight gain
is where heavy grain or crop feeding is
involved. High grain prices and rising land
prices has forced the economic reality that
every mouthful of feed has a value and net
feed efficiency results show that daylight
is second to Brahmans in this area.
Fourth – Market Suitability: Ethanol and
human food demands across the world will
continue to exert more pressure on grain
availability and Brahman cattle can hit a
greater variety of markets. The ability to
gain enough fat cover to grade on grass
puts Brahmans in a class of their own. MSA
is no longer the bogie to Brahmans with
large numbers achieving MSA
endorsement.
I have been very fortunate to have looked
at the Brahman breed in many parts of the
world during my term and am seeing the
demand for our genetics increasing with
the realization that our cattle are expected
to perform under fairly demanding
production systems.
Any pre-election indications that our new
Government will restrict live exports would
be counter productive to both Australia
and our customers. Hopefully this industry
is not going to be held hostage to illinformed letter writing campaigns and
extremist groups.

Led shows are an integral part of the beef
industry world wide both socially and as a
display window for high class animals.
However I hope for all breeds of cattle that
judges select commercially useful animals
and do not reward or encourage extreme
animals suited only to the show ring and
the feed bucket.
The challenge is to have commercial end
users of the genetics in the grandstands
and not just owners and connection of the
show cattle.
I wish members a Happy Christmas and a
wet, prosperous and healthy 2008.
Finally, Thanks to this great breed for the
privilege of serving as president.
Rodger Jefferis

the prime objective
with Lindel GREGGERY

Speaking at the National Beef Industry
Forum in Rockhampton in November,
MLA chairman Don Heatley said
drought, the record-high Australian
dollar and rising grain prices meant
consumers would need to pay more
for red meat.
“We can’t compete on price, and we can’t
merely operate as a commodity trade,” he
said.
“Our resilience will be tested. We need to
harness the knowledge learned from
generations of experience and created by
R&D, and put it into practice to overcome
these challenges.”
Also speaking in Rockhampton, MLA
managing director David Palmer said
Australia needed to forge new market
frontiers and was currently very vulnerable
because of its reliance on a few key
markets.
Currently, 94 percent of all Australian beef
goes to four markets, including the
domestic market, with Australia accounting
for less than 0.5 percent of the world’s
population.
“From a food perspective, if you take one
prime steer which is roughly the equivalent
of 500 meals in today’s market, 470 of these
meals will be served either in Australia, the
US, Japan or Korea. The remaining 30 meals
are shared among another 102 countries,”
Mr Palmer said.
He forecasts that Russia, which currently
imports 12,500 tonnes of Australian beef,
as an emerging market with great potential
due to its rapidly growing five star restaurant
sector.
The National Beef Industry Forum cleverly
combined talks on the three key areas of
any business – production, people
management and marketing.
Many primary producers get into the beef
business because of their passion for cattle,
so tend to focus much of their energy
on the technical, hands-on, “production”
side of the business because that’s what
they enjoy and that’s where they feel
comfortable.

With unemployment at an all time low and
Generation Y (born after 1980) workers
changing jobs more often than their undies,
the need for good people management
skills has never been higher. In order to stay
in a job, Gen Y employees are demanding
continuous learning, employers who are
more like coaches than bosses, and a sense
of belonging.
The third part of the equation is marketing
and it’s a (sad) fact that the most successful
businesses in any field are often not the
ones who are the most technically
competent (i.e. the best at production), it’s
the ones who are the best at marketing.
Look at Coca Cola!
As Michael Gerber says in his books The
E-Myth and The E-Myth Revisited, we need
to be working ON our businesses, rather
than IN our businesses. His website www.emyth.com has some interesting articles
about thinking outside the square in terms
of growing your business.

NORTH QUEENSLAND
CHARTERS TOWERS

Matthew Geaney, Geaney’s Livestock,
reports that sales have gone from weekly
to fortnightly until the end of the year in
order to keep numbers up around 1400 per
sale. He said potential vendors had been
tending to hold off selling, awaiting an
improvement in prices or a break in the
weather. At the time of writing some heavy
but patchy storms had been received in
the district.
Good quality store steers sold well on
October 10 with a pen of 14 165kg steers
from Kelly Knuth, Glenkathleen, Woodstock,
returning $281 or 170.2c/kg.
Weaner steers were dearer at the November
7 sale. Dennis Pastoral Investments topped
the light steer market when they received
179.2c/kg for 248kg Brahman No.7 steers
which realized $445/hd. Matthew said
200-280kg steers peaked at 180.2c/kg and
280-330kg steers sold to 149.2c. Store heifers
peaked at 129.2c (200-280kg), with lighter
heifers selling for a top of 118.2c.
In the prime cattle section of the sale the
Bennetto family, Virginia Park, Charters

Towers marketed the top pen of cows. The
518kg Brahmans made $607 (117.2c).

CENTRAL QUEENSLAND
GRACEMERE

October selling closed off with strong prices
for the 2100 yarding of stores. A top line of
108 No.6 Brahman steers from the Forster
family, Euthella, Richmond were a sale
highlight. The 307kg steers sold to 169c/kg
to return $474.
Highlands Grazing trucked in 210kg No.7
steers from Mt Crompton, Collinsville which
made $356/head, peaking at 181c/kg to
average 177c.
The strong Aussie dollar made buyers
cautious at the November 2 store sale, with
many descriptions down in value. Pat Moran,
Moranna, Clark Creek, received $506 (150c)
for his 337kg Brahman weaner steers. Three
pens of prime 489kg Brahman cows from
Lawrence Sainsbury, Gleneden, Baralaba
realized $632 (129c). Good quality grey
Brahman cows with young composite calves
at foot made $745/unit. They were offered
by Bowie and Wilson, Oakleigh Park,
Wowan.
EMERALD

Values eased for the mixed quality yarding
of 1500 head in late October. Steer prices
averaged 150c/kg (over 400kg), 154c
(320-400kg), 166c (220-320kg) and 172c for
lighter steers. Evan Evans, Demipigue,
Capella received 170c/kg or $440/hd for
his 259kg Brahman steers.
Stan Spackman, Glenco, Capella sold Red
Brahman weaners in mid-November for up
to 161c/kg. His top steers, weighing 310kg,
returned $500 and his 240kg heifers also
went for 161c/kg to realize $388.
BLACKALL

Blackall Saleyards hosted the Stock up for
Hope Charity Drove sale on October 18 and
values were up to support this worthwhile
charity which funds youth support workers
and chaplains in the bush. The eight week
cattle drove from Hughenden to Blackall
culminated in the sale of 1350 cattle of
which 230 head were donated. As well as
raising around $100,000 from cattle sales,
December 2007 3

Commonwealth Bank Agribusiness
major sale sponsors
Richard Brosnan, Commonwealth Bank
Agribusiness, Rockhampton; ABBA General
Manager, John Croaker and Wayne
Buchbach, State Manager, Commonwealth
Bank Agribusiness, are pictured at Brahman
Week sale after confirming Commonwealth
Bank Agribusiness sponsorship of Brahman
Week and Gold City sales as well as the Sire
and Dam of the Year awards for the next
three years.

the prime objective
a further $50,000 was raised from a charity
auction held at the Stock up for Hope Gala
Dinner held at the Blackall Cultural Centre.
The special event included entertainment
from all round nice guy Troy Cassar-Daley
and food prepared by the chef from the
award winning Cha Cha Char restaurant in
Brisbane.

Blackall received $1004 (163c) for their 615kg
Brahman bullocks.

Anthony Harland, Landmark, said some
good lines of Brahmans were sold, including
499kg Brahman steers from Western Grazing
which peaked at 155c/kg or $774. Feeder
type Brahman steers, 372kg, from Stanbroke
Pastoral Co made 164c/kg or $611/head
and Red Brahman No.6 Steers from Brinard,
Julia Creek topped at 185c/kg, weighing in
at 322kg to return $597/head. Another line
of Red Brahman steers, branded No.5 and
No.6, from Numil Downs, Julia Creek topped
at 174c/kg or $582/head to average 329kg
and 162c/kg.

ROMA

The district received good rain of up to
150mm in November, extending out to
Barcaldine and Yarraka.

SOUTH QUEENSLAND
The quality of the offering and useful rain
during the week kicked prices at the
November 13 store sale. Gipsy Plains Cattle
Co trucked in a line of 470kg Brahman steers
from Cloncurry, which made $785/hd or
167c/kg.
BUNDABERG

Anthony said the store portion included
313kg No.6 Grey Brahman heifers from
Spyglass, Charters Towers, which sold to a
top of 136c/kg or $436 to avg 127c/kg and
$349/head.

Neil Callaghan, Callaghan’s Livestock was
still chuffed with his purchase of a South
African bull from NCC when I spoke with
him recently. When not busy in his
Turramurra Brahman stud you can find him
taking the bids at the Bundaberg Saleyards.
Neil said at the November 11 sale CT
Dawson Holdings, Teebar, Rosedale sold
No.4 red Brahman bullocks for $899. They
were purchased by Teys Brothers, Biloela,
who forked out 152.8c/kg. The meatworks
also paid 122.8c or $688/hd for two decks
of Brahman cows from EmDee
Enterprises.

Blackall’s November 1 prime and store sale
yarded 1100 head and saw strong prices
for bullocks. Kevin and Bev Gillies, Devenish,

Neil said although the prices were strong
they weren’t as high as at the September
11 sale when red Brahman heifers topped

Hacon and Sons, Granada, Cloncurry, sold
milk and two tooth heifers to a top of 138c/
kg or $596/head. Their line-up averaged
393kg and $541.
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with Lindel Greggery
the 307c/kg mark. The two pens of No.7
heifers were offered by Killer Family Holdings,
Bundaberg, with one pen going for $673
(307.8c) and the other for 300.2c/kg. They
were purchased by Jack Steward, Why
Worry, Yandaran. Their lighter heifers sold
for 191.8c/kg or $288 to McBride Holdings,
Kelldean, Gin Gin. Neil said the Killer’s No.7
red Brahman steers made up to $322 or
182.8c/kg.
DALBY

More than 4700 head were yarded in midNovember with a large line-up of export
type cattle. Strong competition for
lightweight restocker cattle pushed values
up from firm to dearer. Liam, Patrick and
Declan Gibson, Olinda Park, Dalby sold
Brahman steers to a top of 164c/kg to return
$902, their lighter pens going for $790 and
$795.

AUCTIONS PLUS
The sale for the week ending November
23 cleared 4661 head with the market easing
slightly for cow beef but remaining firm for
all other grades.
A Clermont vendor received 164.4c/kg or
$462/hd for 96 grey Brahman heifers aged
10-22 months and weighing 281kg.
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$uperior $election
by Craig Croker TROPICAL BEEF TECHNOLOGY SERVICES (TBTS)

In January 2008 all active calf
recording members of the tropical
breed associations including the
Australian Brahman Breeders’
Association will receive a compact
disc (CD) titled $uperior $election as
part of the 2008 TBTS information
pack.
$uperior $election refers to the use of
genetic evaluation to make more accurate
breeding selection decisions to ultimately
increase the profitability of your herd. When
it comes to breeding it is the genetics that
are passed onto the next generation that
are of most interest. Having a description
of these genetics makes for $uperior
$election.
Genetic evaluation simply involves the
recording of actual measurements against
animals with known pedigree to identify
superior genetics for commercially
important traits. The information feeding
into genetic evaluation is primarily collected
by seedstock breeders however the resulting
published information can be used by all
cattle breeders to maximise the genetic
gains for the Northern Australian beef herd.
This herd includes approximately 13 million
head across Queensland, Northern Territory
and Northern WA. In turn, increased genetic
gain means a more productive and
profitable northern cattle industry.
BREEDPLAN is the name given to Australia’s
beef cattle genetic evaluation system. It
was first developed in the 1980s by the
Animal Genetics & Breeding Unit (AGBU)
based at the University of New England
(UNE) in Armidale NSW. It is a continually
evolving technology which Meat & Livestock
Australia (MLA) are currently committing
1.2 million dollars in funding to each year.
The organisation responsible for the
implementation of this technology to
industry both in Australia and more recently
around the world is the Agricultural Business
Research Institute (ABRI) which is also based
at UNE.
BREEDPLAN produces estimates of an
animal’s true breeding value for particular
traits called EBVs (Estimated Breeding
Values). EBVs are expressed as the difference
between an individual animal’s genetics
and the genetic base to which the animal
6 December 2007

Pictured during the Elrose selection clinic held in April 2007 is the Elrose team from left: Shophie Banks, Brooke,
Rodger, Lorena and Grant Jefferis, Phillipa Howard, Doug White and Claire Britton

600 DAY WEIGHT GENETIC TREND

Figure 1 : Elrose genetic trend versus the breed average for 600 day weight

RETAIL BEEF YIELD GENETIC TREND

Figure 2 : Elrose genetic trend versus the breed average for Retail Beef Yield
is compared. EBVs are reported in the units
in which the measurements are taken (eg.
kilograms for the weight EBVs). Thus a value
of +12kg for 400 day weight means the
animal is genetically superior by 12 kg at

400 days compared with the genetic base
of the relevant cattle population. On
average, half of this difference will be passed
on to the animal’s progeny.
8

$uperior $election
Included in the CD are a series of producer case studies looking at
how some of Australia’s leading studs utilise BREEDPLAN. The Jefferis
family’s Elrose stud is the featured Brahman herd.
Rodger & Lorena Jefferis together with their children Brooke & Grant
run the Elrose Brahman stud based at Cloncurry in north western
QLD. Whilst running 1200 stud breeding females on the home
property Elrose (30,000ha), the Jefferis family also conduct a large
scale commercial enterprise across three other properties totalling
another 230,000ha and stretching into the gulf country. Commercial
focus is thus never a problem.
Elrose commenced performance recording for BREEDPLAN evaluation
in the late 1980’s and feel that their stud operation would be
incomplete without it. Such is the importance of the insight into
actual genetic performance that Rodger says “it is the only sure way
of knowing where the herd in general is going”.
In regards to keeping the herd progressing, one of the many features
of BREEDPLAN is the ability to graph a herd’s average performance
against the rest of the breed. Figure 1 and 2 demonstrate the genetic
progress been made by the Brahman breed for 600 day weight and
retail beef yield. They also highlight the maintained superiority of
the Elrose genetics above the breed average.
The CD includes a total of six producer case studies as well as further
information on the benefits of BREEDPLAN. For more information
or if you would like to order a copy of the $uperior $election CD
please contact us on 07 4927 6066 or office@tbts.une.edu.au
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Sabah Elite Brahman Herd project
underway
The first stage of the project to establish an elite Brahman
breeding herd on a government breeding station in
Sabah commenced in October.
The project is the result of an MOU signed in August between the
Department of Vet Services and Animal Industry in Sabah and the
ABBA.
Christian Duff, Tropical Beef Technology Services and Livestock
consultant Peter Cory, Malawac P/L, Brisbane whose visit was
supported by MLA, travelled to Sabah to assess the Departments
current Brahman breeding herd and to select the animals which
will form the base for the Sabahbif stud herd.
The suitable Brahman females from a number of Government
breeding stations will be relocated to the Mile 16 station at Tawau
on the eastern side of the country.
The animal details for the selected animals have been entered into
a Herdmaster computer software program and training on the
use of the software was conducted for Departmental staff. All
cattle will be recorded on the ABBA database and progeny will be
analysed in Brahman Breedplan.

Christian Duff, Tropical Beef Technology Services, Dr Punimin Abdullah, Department
of Vet Services and Animal Industry, Sabah, Peter Cory, Malawac P/L, Brisbane
(seated) are pictured with Department of Vet Services staff following training on
Herdmaster herd recording software at the Departments headquarters in Kata
Kinabalu

The Department is planning to add to the base herd in the future
with the purchase of additional Australian registered females and
bulls ahead of the establishment of a National Breeding Centre
herd on a station currently being established in the central area
of the country.

A quantity of semen has been donated by ABBA President Rodger
Jefferis and 2 back up bulls have been purchased.

The Department of Vet Services and Animal Industries, Sabahbif stud herd will
produce replacement bulls for the expanding integration of cattle grazing under
palm oil plantations which uses a cell grazing management structure

8 December 2007

Some of the cows which will form the base of the Department of Vet Services and
Animal Industries Sabahbif stud herd located on one of the Government breeding
stations, near Tawau
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Red demand pushes Brahman Week
averages to an all time high
by Lindel GREGGERY

A record average of $6664 for 911 bulls has stamped the 2007 Rockhampton Brahman Sale as one of the most
successful in history, creating a $6.07 million sale gross to be shared amongst the 202 vendors drawn from
throughout Queensland and into New South Wales.
With an extra 51 bidders registered than in
the previous year, competition remained
fierce throughout, culminating in an $80,000
top price and a $10,000-plus price tag for
the top 100 bulls. Paradoxically, while
catering for the elite stud market, the sale
still retains its affordability for commercial
cattlemen, with half the catalogue selling
for between $2000 and $4500.
Supply and demand forces saw the 351
reds average an exceptional $7753 (up
$1069/head on the 2006 result) and collect
eight of the top ten prices. The 560 greys
on offer averaged $5978, on par with last
year’s sale. The offering included 15 red
Select Sires which sold to $25,000 to average
$8833 and 23 grey Select Sires which
averaged $7739, peaking at $21,000.
The top price of $80,000 was paid for
Wilarandy S Branson, a 29-month-old red
son of VL Rojo Bravo 2/28 (imp) and Elrose
Red Robin, who is a daughter of Lancefield
D Robinson 416 and Tartrus Fairy Tales. The
bull was one of three full ET brothers offered
by Steve and Sharon Turner, Wilarandy S,
Woolooga (see separate story) and was
purchased by Charles and Grace Lund,
Rathlyn stud, Laglan, Clermont. Losing
bidder was Nick Dudarko, Kangarin,
Biloela.
Not far behind at $75,000 was Samari Plains
Wexford, a polled 32-month-old red by
Billabong Privateer and out of the polled
cow Samari Plains Pollyanna who is a
daughter of Rockley 957. Wexford was
offered
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Happy vendors Steve, Alex, Sharon & Carly Turner, Wilarandy S stud, Brooweena, are pictured with their sale
topping $80,000 Wilarandy S Branson, which they sold to Charles Lund, Rathlyn stud, Clermont

family, Samari Plains, Roma and purchased
by Mark and Tarsh Allen, Kariboe Valley stud,
Thangool.
The red craze continued with $55,000 being
paid for the polled bulls Mt Callan Governor
and Palmvale Brooklyn. Offered by Noel
Sorley and family, Mt Callan, Bell, Mt Callan
Governor was the first son to be offered by
Kandoona Sidestep who topped Brahman
Week in 2004 at $48,000. The 21-month-old,
who is out of the Mt Callan Bruno cow, Mt
Callan 28/03, will join Peter and Len Gibbs’
Muan stud at Biggenden.

Kearin and Beth Streeter averaged $27,100
for their five ET brothers by US import HK
Mr America 435/2 and out of the Tartrus
Redmount cow Palmvale Miss Pablo 1700.
All are full brothers to the 2007 Cloncurry
Feature Show junior champion female
Palmvale Miss Pablo 2141. Their highest
seller, $55,000 Palmvale Brooklyn, was
snapped up by Brian and Glenda Kirkwood,
Somerview stud, Charters Towers.
The top priced grey was $55,000 El Ja Prime
Time Manso, offered by Les and Helen
Donald, El Ja stud, Theodore. The 29-month12
2

$

105,000

Tartrus Karl Manso
Full Hudgins, Breed Top 1% EBV’s, 1,000kg, 144 EMA
• Style Sire • Breed Quality • Beef Performance

Congratulations to Greg Jenkins & Margie Atkinson,
Strathburn Cattle Co.

Thank You to all Bidders and Buyers of
Tartrus Brahmans from Victoria,
New South Wales, Northern Territory and
Queensland, and also to the Sale Agents.
Tartrus Monita $11,000
Congratulations to C & B Weis, Besanther Vale Stud
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Red demand pushes Brahman Week averages to
an all time high
10
old son of JDH Mr Abel Manso (imp) was
out of show cow El Ja Silhouette Manso
who is by JDH Navasota Manso 55/1 (imp)
and goes back to the noted Anna-Bri 52.
Prime Time Manso was purchased by
William and Tracey Tapp, Lonesome Dove,
Wowan.
Bevan and Elizabeth Radel, Kandoona stud,
Yebna, Injune bid to $50,000 to secure Muan
Hercules from the Gibbs brothers. The
polled 22-month-old red is a son of HK Visa
Brasil and out of the Palmvale Cornelius
cow Muan Matilda.
The next highest priced grey was $47,500
Glengarry Sir Thomas, from Scott and Geoff
Angel’s Glengarry stud, Kunwarara. The
23-month-old was the first son of show
champion Glengarry Pinaroo to be offered
and boasted some impressive stats,
weighing 890kg with a 131sq cm eye muscle
area and a +68 EBV for 600-day weight. He
was knocked down to Fiona Pensini, Pensini
Grazing, Cameron Downs, Hughenden.
Three reds sold for $40,000, with honours
shared by Eddie Streeter and his brother
Keiran and their families. Nobbs Cattle Co,
Inverrio, Duaringa invested in Fairy Springs
Penne E Royal, a polled son of Fairy Springs
Penne E Rama out of the Huonfels Jacob
Rio cow Fairy Springs Paula. Eddie and wife
Debbie were thrilled when their next lot
into the ring, Fairy Springs Thirty Thirty, was
also knocked down for $40,000. Another
poll, this time by Huonfels Jacob Rio and
out of a Fairy Springs Red Dollar female, he
sold to Gunthorpe Cattle Co, Tarramba,
Banana. The Gunthorpes also paid $17,000

Mark Allen, Kariboe Valley stud, Thangool, paid the second top price of $75,000 for Samari Plains Wexford,
which is pictured here with vendor Annabelle Wilson, Samari Plains stud, Roma

for Palmvale Almighty Sting, a full ET brother
to show champion Palmvale Absolute
Sting.
Kearin and Beth Streeter received $40,000
for Palmvale Berkley, a polled son of HK Mr
America and out of their leading donor
female Palmvale Miss Pablo who to date
has grossed more than $300,000 for the
stud. Berkley is a full brother to Palmvale
Warwick who sold for $26,000 at RBWS in
2004, and will join Allan and Leonie Trail’s
Elmo stud at Baralaba.
Lee and Gillian Collins, Wandilla stud,
Marlborough bid to $35,000 to secure

Carinya Wilson, a JDH Databank Manso (imp)
son out of the JDH Lord Hershey Manso
(imp) cow Carinya 147. Wilson was the top
seller from John and Dawn Kirk’s Carinya
stud, Gayndah. The bull was one of four
purchased by Wandilla for $20,000 average,
their new sires including the $18,000
Jomanda Cedar son Yoman 1426/6.
Also investing in Hudgins genetics were
Scott and Vicki Hayes, Yenda V stud,
Mundubbera. They paid $34,000 for FBC W
Mr JJ Sugar Manso, offered by Michael and
Christine Walz, FBC Walz Division, Grasstree.
The fully imported blood LL Sugar Ely Manso
727/JDH Miss Christoda Manso product
boasted a +63 EBV for 600-day weight.
Cloncurry’s Peter Hall had his eye on quality,
outlaying an average of $16,250 for five
bulls. He paid $32,000 for FBC M Newman
Manso, one of three JDH Nieto De Manso
646/3 (imp) sons sold for $19,333 average
by Emanuel and Tracey Mifsud, FBC Mifsud
Division, Sarina. His new sire battery also
included $30,000 Eureka Creek Wyatt,
offered by Bowie and Wilson, Eureka Creek,
Wowan. The Mr International 50/1 son is
out of the stud’s leading donor female Miss
V8 940/5 (imp), who is a daughter of Mr V8
901/4.

Vendors Les & Helen Donald, El Ja stud, Theodore are pictured with buyer William Tapp and his son Charles
and the $55,000 top selling grey, El Ja Prime Time Manso
12 December 2007

Renco Mac Intosh Manso, a 23-month-old
son of JDH Mac Quarie Manso (imp) and
16
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Balmain $26,000 to Bill & Margaret Allison

Webke $60,000 to Eric Slack-Smith & Family

Reiffel $50,000 to El Ja Brahman Stud

Ricton $12,000 to David Berryman

Western $11,000 to James Bauer

Idaho $17,000 to Reedybrook Pastoral Co

Karrington $15,000 to AJM Pastoral Co
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Sir Rickson $28,000 to Consolidated Pastoral Co

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

AJM Pastoral
Akama Brahmans
Allandale Pastoral Co.
WF & ME Allison
Apis Creek Brahmans
Graham Ball
James Bauer
David Berryman
John Bethel, Chaja Livestock
Bezuma Pastoral Co.
Blue Dog Brahman Stud
Brett Cattle Co.
Caiwarra Brahman Stud
Carinya Brahman Stud
Cedar Creek Grazing
Char Walla Brahmans
Cocos Brahman Stud
Conjuboy Pastoral Co.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Consolidated Pastoral Co.
Day Dawn Grazing Co
John Delahunty
Diddine Brahmans
G & W Dunn & Son
John & Val Dyer
El Ja Brahmans
Elrose Enterprises Pty Ltd
BR & MJ Faloon
Ian & Debbie Frampton
Dennis & Stacy Franks
Garglen S Brahman Stud
Hazelton Pastoral Co.
Hewitt Cattle Co.
Hewitt Pastoral Enterprises
Hillrise Pastoral Co.
SL & RAB Hooper
Naomi Hughes

Solid Rock $30,000 to Caiwarra Brahman Stud

Billionaire Manso $240,000 to Elrose Enterprises

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Jarrah Cattle Co.
Kamarooka Partnership
KP Brahmans
Roma Moss
Nobbs Cattle Co.
Nott & Mahood
Rathlyn Brahman Stud
Reedybrook Pastoral Co.
Riverside Pastoral Co.
RW & BJ Robertson
RW & GE Robke & Son
Shamrock Brahmans
Eric Slack-Smith & Family
Somerview Red Brahmans
Strathburn Cattle Co.
Tartrus Brahmans
Tooloombah Cattle Co.
Walthum Investments
C & B Weis
Wigton Grazing Co.
Darren Woods
Yenda Brahmans

Diamond $21,000 to
Blue Dog Brahman Stud

Thank You Sale Co-ordinator McCaffrey’s Australian Livestock Marketing
and Agents Landmark, Elders, Brodie & Company.

• Scott 07 4937 1202 • David 07 4987 3068 • Matthew 07 4937 1180 • Andrew 07 4985 2894
www.lancefieldbrahmans.com.au
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Red demand pushes Brahman Week averages to
an all time high
12
the JDH Datapack Manso (imp) cow Renco
Lady Ellie Manso, sold for $30,000 to Andrew
Angel, Mooramin stud, Clermont. The full
Hudgins bull featured a +52 EBV for 600-day
weight and was offered by Justin and Steven
Ensby, Renco stud, Dululu.
The same price was paid by Margaretta
Morgan, Walubial stud, Condamine for
Palmvale Buckaroo, an ET brother to $55,000
Palmvale Brooklyn. Another ET brother,
Palmvale Berrigan, went to Stewart and
Stephanie Nobbs, Yoman stud, Moura for
$27,500. The Nobbs paid the same price for
Abbotsford Acta, a 33-month-old red from
Stephen Lamb’s Abbotsford stud, Biloela.
Acta is a grandson of Lancefield D Bullion
and MK Sophisticated Millionaire 107
(imp).
The highest priced lot from Bevan and
Elizabeth Radel’s Kandoona stud was
$27,000 Kandoona Kendall, a polled son of
Koon Kool Sundown and the Huonfels
Jacob Rio cow Kandoona 4030. He sold to
the Bishop family, Garglen, Gympie.
The Fahey family, Bizzy stud, Copmanhurst,
NSW kicked off Brahman Week proceedings
on day one with three red Select Sires,
claiming the highest Select Sire price of
$25,000 for Bizzy Brutus. The rising threeyear-old by Rowallan Red Brutus and out
of Bizzy Jade was purchased by David and
Julie McCamley, Lancefield D stud, Dingo.

Scott & Noel Sorley, Mt Callan stud, Dalby are pictured with Mt Callan Govenor 7/06 (AI), which sold to Muan
stud, Biggenden for $55,000

Lancefield D also paid $18,000 for JDH Nieto
De Manso 646/3 (imp) son from FBC M.

was one of five bulls purchased by Ponderosa
for $12,400 average.

Northern Territory studmasters Paul and
Debbie Herrod, Ponderosa stud, Katherine
paid $25,000 for Yenda V 54/6, offered by
Scott and Vicki Hayes. The JDH Navasota
Manso 55/1 (imp) bull is out of the JDH Karu
Manso cow Yenda Miss Carmen 546/2 and

Two Carinya bulls made $25,000. Roger
Nobbs, Garwin stud, Moura invested in
Carinya Elliot (JDH Databank Manso/Carinya
Melody), who is a full brother to show
champion Carinya Rembrandt. Eric and Val
Nobbs, Lyndhurst, Biloela, secured the JDH
Lord Hershey Manso grandson Carinya
Henderson, one of four bulls purchased for
$14,625 avg.
Steve and Theresa Taylor, Clukan, Jambin
bid to $25,000 to secure El Ja Trademark
Manso, a full ET brother to the top selling
grey, $55,000 El Ja Prime Time Manso. His
other ET brothers went for $20,000 to Dr
George Jacobs’ Mogul stud, Maclean, NSW
and $18,0 0 0 to Ruan Gr a zing Co,
Clermont.
Les and Olive Smith, Delta Grove stud,
Baralaba gave the nod at $24,000 for FBC
D Campbell De Manso, the top seller from
Tony and Joanne Fenech’s FBC D prefix,
Craigleigh, Wowan. The JDH Nieto De
Manso 646/3 (imp) son was out of the JDH
Madison De Manso (imp) donor female FBC
D Miss Brony Manso.

Allan & Leonie Trail, Elmo stud, Baralaba, paid $40,000 for Palmvale Berkley 2057 (AI) (ET), from Kearin & Beth
Streeter’s Palmvale stud, Marlborough. The Trails are pictured here with Palmvale stud groom Paula Wilson
16 December 2007

Palmvale Budweiser, a son of show cow
Palmvale Suddenly Susan and $26,000
18
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Red demand pushes Brahman Week averages to
an all time high
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Palmvale Warwick, was knocked down for
$24,000 to Mick and Desley Delroy, Wandarri
stud, Thangool. The same price was paid
by Alan and Robyn Sorley, Alma Park stud,
Bell, for Nioka Forron. The polled red from
Tim Nicolle and family’s Nioka stud, Warialda,
NSW, is by VL Rojo Grande 4/95 (imp) and
out of a Burnside Gender 2nd cow.
Chris Kirk and family, Rockley Pastoral Co,
Bajool paid $19,667 average for three new
sires, their top purchase being $22,000
Carinya M Carlos, a 21-month-old son of
Rockley 1579 out of a Billabong 59B5 female.
He was offered by Matt Kirk, Carinya M stud,
Mundubbera, who averaged $8773 for 11
head. Rockley also invested in two bulls
from Mark and Tarsh Allen’s Kariboe Valley
stud, Thangool. They paid $20,000 for
Kariboe Valley Horizon, the first son of
Kariboe Valley Elton (who topped RBWS in
2005 at $45,000) to be offered, and outlaid
$17,000 for the Kandoona Republican son
Kariboe Valley Harrigan.
The Besley family, Bungaribee stud, The
Caves bid $22,000 to secure Fairy Springs
Calisto, a polled red by Wandarri Editor. The
same price was paid by Henry and Maria
Townsend, Townsend Cattle Co, Katherine,
NT for the polled red HK Passport (imp) son
Kandoona Pilgrim. The Townsends trucked
home eight bulls at $9188 average, their
purchases including $9000 red Carinya M
Kaiser, half proceeds of his sale were donated
by vendor Matt Kirk to the Stock Up for

Adam Gunthorpe, Tarramba stud, Banana and Joe Streeter, Fairy Springs stud, Monto, admire Fairy Springs
Thirty Thirty, which Gunthorpe Cattle Co. bought for $40,000

Hope charity to help fund chaplains and
youth workers in rural communities.

stud, Moura and Jarvis Collins, Baldwin
Pastoral Co, Middlemount.

The top selling grey Select Sire at $21,000
was Mooramin Master Jack, a grandson of
JDH Karu Manso 800 (imp) and BE OS
Boswick Manso. He will join the Bauman’s
Tryhphinia herd at Dingo.

Samari Plains stud bid to $20,000 for the
top selling herd bull, a rising three-year-old
red bred by Ray and Moira Hicks, Billabong,
Moura. The Kinnon family, Bungoona stud,
Clermont, paid the same rate for Fairy
Springs Replica, a polled red Huonfels Rio
son with seven stars for feed efficiency.

Ten bulls were knocked down for $20,000
each. Wandilla stud received $20,000 for
Wandilla Xecutive, a Kandoona Utai son
with a +41 EBV for 600-day weight. He sold
to the partnership of Nick Collins, Caroona

B er Lee Collins
Buyer
Collins, Wandilla st
stud,
d Marlboro
Marlborough
gh and vendor
endor Matt Kirk
Kirk, Carinya
Carin a stud,
st d Gayndah
Ga ndah are pictured
pict red with
ith
the $35,000 Carinya Wilson 1010
18 December 2007

Polled red Select Sire Nioka Eccentric
(Aintree TX War Baron) sold for $20,000,
going to Bruanghi Pastoral Co, Bloomsbury,
who took home three bulls at $13,500
average. Dennis and Denise Quinn,
Voewood, Calliope received $20,000 for
their Mr International 50/1 son, Voewood
Mr 6/6, purchased by the Inslay family, Cocos
stud, Gogango. Another grey to go for
$20,000 was Eureka Creek Laredo. The
22-month-old offspring of Guatemalanbred SS Principe De Siguacan (imp) was
bought by the Hayward family, Coe’s Creek
stud, Gympie.
Roma studmasters Michael and Ali Jacobs
sold the full Hudgins bull Chesterfield
Newport ((JDH Mr Manso 855/8) for $20,000
to Tony and Kathryn Mortimer, Token stud,
Eidsvold. Ted and Brett Kirk & families,
Hazelton stud, paid $11,500 average for four
bulls, their top purchase being the $20,000
JDH Navasota Manso 55/1 (imp) son Yenda
Caribou. Yenda averaged $6500 for its 23
lots.
20

MOGUL

P E R FO R M A N C E B R A H M A N S
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MOGUL VOYAGER
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Glen Pfeffer MOGUL BRAHMAN STUD

bound for

869 Brooms Head Rd Maclean NSW 2463 Tel 02 6645 2209 Mobile 041 845 2204
Fax 02 6645 2701 Email mogul@nor.com.au Web www.mogulstud.com.au
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Red demand pushes Brahman Week averages to
an all time high
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Sandy Knuth, Glencoe, Charters Towers,
forked out $8500 average for 10 bulls,
peaking at $19,000 for the Lancefield
Conquest bull, El Ja Manhattan Manso.
Billabong stud gave the nod at $18,000 for
Edenglassie Nebo (Mr MK Vernon 349/1),
the top seller from Don and Rodney
Hohenhaus’ Edenglassie stud, Hillside. Also
paying $18,000 were the Zeisemer family,
Beaumont, Taroom who took home the
Kandoona Republican son, Kariboe Valley
Grandstand.
FBC W Jardner De Manso, a JDH Gardner
Manso (imp) son with a +50 EBV for 600-day
weight, sold for $18,000 to Chesterfield
stud.
The Neilsen family, Jarwood Grazing,
Taroom handed over $12,750 avg for four
new sires, their purchases including $17,000
Wandilla Xpansive (Huonfels Rojo Parker)
and $15,000 Kariboe Valley Hombre
(Palmvale Warwick).
Richard Kinnon, Bungoona R stud,
Longreach, received $17,000 for 19-monthold Bungoona R Sir Naribo Manso, the JDH
Darby De Manso (imp) son going to Reg
Valmadre, Cedar Bend Pastoral Co,
Proserpine.
Kelvin Maloney, Kenilworth stud, Mt Coolon
paid $16,500 for Select Sire Glengarry
Precision, who is by FBC W Jordan De Manso
and out of the Glengarry Waco cow
Glengarry Miss Hannibal 885. Mr Maloney
also bid to $16,000 to secure Hillview Tic
Tac, a polled Tartrus Abel Manso son bred
by Glen Schultz, Hillview, Mt Larcom.
Hacon and Sons, Granada, Cloncurry
invested in 26 new sires, their top purchases
being $16,000 Glengarry Fort Worth (FBC

Chas & Norm Tranberg, Loma stud, Allora

20 December 2007

Shane Bishop, Garglen stud, Gympie, is pictured with his $27,000 purchase Kandoona Kendall and vendor
Reade Radel, Kandoona stud, Injune

W Jordan De Manso) and $15,000 Lyndhurst
Colin (El Ja Ripper Manso).
The Deguara family, Pindi stud, Walkerston
made the successful bid of $16,000 for FBC
R Phillip Manso, a full Hudgins bull by JDH
Nieto De Manso (imp), offered by Robert
Mifsud, FBC R, Sarina. Also going for $16,000
was Select Sire Garglen S Tornado, who will
join Darren and Sue Kent’s Ooline stud,
Goovigen. He was sired by JDH Mr Manso
391/3 (imp) and is out of the JDH Mr Manso
35/1 (imp) cow Yenda Miss Baby Doll.
Yandaburra Pastoral Co, Biloela took home
two bulls at $12,500 average, paying $15,000
for a JDH Mac Quarie Manso (imp) bull from
Renco.

Agent Shane Stafford, Stafford Livestock & Property,
Hughenden and buyer Fiona Pensini, Pensini Grazing,
Hughenden are pictured with their $47,500 purchase
Glengarry Sir Thomas

Jason and Regina Donald were happy with
$15,000 for their Lyndhurst 4/9 son, El Ja J
Atlanta Manso, who went to Vex Grazing,
Mt Vexation, Springsure.
The top seller from Olive and Les Smith’s
Delta Grove stud was $15,000 Select Sire
Delta Grove International Manso. The Tartrus
Sebastian son was selected by the McAuliffe
family, Alton Downs.
Bogandilla Pastoral Co, Middlemount was
the winning bidder on $15,000 Hamdenvale
Majestic, a JDH Madison De Manso (imp)
son offered by David and Joy Deguara &
Family, Hamdenvale stud, Mackay.

Will Fenech, FBC D stud, Wowan and Con Bartolo,
Narcon stud, Mackay

PALMVALE

ATOMIC STING

TH E RE D BULL WITH ALL TH E CREDENTIALS
SIRE
CLEAN POLLED HEAD

five generations polled breeding in
the dam's side

IMPECCABLE TEMPERAMENT
BB MR STING RAY 10/0
Three times USA
Showbull of the year.

STRUCTURALLY
CORRECT

TIDY SHEATH

AFFORDABLE
SEMEN

DAM

$100 per straw + GST
Min 10 straws
(includes Rego's)

HIGH FERTILITY

40 ccows PTIC over 12 weeks joining
period at 21 months
peri

PALMVALE MISS PABLO 1304 (P)
Has so far earned the stud $350,000
for progeny.

Kearin & Beth Streeter - Ph 07 4935 6070 or visit us on the web...
www.brahman.com.au/palmvaleredbrahmans
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International panel decides Brazils
Expo Brahman

by Lindel GREGGERY

ABBA president Rodger Jefferis was
honoured in October to join the five
judge panel at the National Brahman
Expo in Brazil.
The massive stud cattle show, organized
by the ABCZ (Associação Brasileira dos
Criadores de Zebu) was held at Uberaba in
southern Brazil, a city of 300,000 located
785m above sea level in the midst of an
impor tant grazing and agricultural
region.
Mr Jefferis said the scale of the event was
mind blowing with 800 Brahmans lining
up for judging.
“The classes were massive and the age
groups went up in one month intervals,
with more than 20 in each class,” said Mr
Jefferis. “We spent six days judging without
a break.”
He was joined in the mammoth task by
three Brazilian judges and one from the
United States. Each class was pre-judged
to whittle numbers back to 12 and placings
were awarded down to eighth position.
The high-tech scoring system was
conducted using hand held computers
which instantly relayed the judge’s choices
to a huge screen in the arena.
Mr Jefferis said the large crowd could see
an obvious trend in his judging decisions
which leant towards more middle of the
road animals.

Grand Champion Bull, Capitolio 847 Mak. Exhibited by Eduardo E Lippincott. He is by JDH Sir Liberty Manso

“Some of the other judges favoured more
extreme type animals with larger frames
but overall I was very happy with the results,
especially the selection of the champion
bull which was a very good bull.”
About 95 percent of the show line-up were
greys, as the Brazilian industry is based
heavily on JD Hudgins genetics. The breed
has seen explosive growth in the last few
years due to AI, ET and IVF, and the country
is also experiencing a trend away from the
Nellore and towards the Brahman.
24

ABBA President Rodger Jefferis commentating on one of the senior bull classes
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International panel decides Brazils Expo Brahman
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“There is also a trend over there to move
the cattle from the better country to make
room for sugar cane, citrus and cotton,”
said Mr Jefferis.
“As the cattle go north into the harsher
areas they will expect them to perform on
more marginal country, as in Australia.”

Rodger Jefferis and Dr James Sanders, Texas A & M
Universit y who represented the USA on the
International Judging panel consider their placings.
The Brazilian judges were Carlos Alberto Celestine,
Carlos Eduardo Nassif and Ricardo Gomes De Lima

He said he received lots of interest about
Australian genetics and the Brazilians were
keen to benefit from our CRC for Cattle and
Beef Quality’s world leading meat science
research.
“We have an order for semen going to Brazil
and there are eight other orders going,

“The Brazilians are taking more and more
notice of the Australian Brahman industry
because they are becoming aware that we
run a very efficient ship.”

Grand Champion Female, Sol Fiv Matoverde exhibited by Gustavo Torres Vilaverde. She is by JDH Sir Marri Manso
The announcement of Grand Champion sparked a
spontaneous celebration with the winning groom
being tossed into the air
The 4th Expo Brahman was held at the excellent ABCZ
grounds at Uberaba Brazil from October 15-21

24 December 2007

although I’m not sure what breeds they are
from,” said Mr Jefferis.
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Kenrol Kayla 02 does it again and
again and …

by Lindel GREGGERY

She made history last year with
her third win as Dam of the Year
and supercow Kenrol Kayla 02 has
d o n e i t a g ai n , claimin g an
unprecedented fourth title for
owners Ken and Wendy Cole, Kenrol
stud, Gracemere.
Kenrol’s genetic firepower knew no
boundaries in 2007, with their donor females
taking first, second and third placing in the
Dam of the Year competition. Kenrol also
entered the 2007 Sire of the Year, semen
import JDH Sir Marri Manso, who is bred
and owned by JD Hudgins Ranch, Texas,
US.
The super-producing Kenrol Kayla 02 is a
February 1999-drop daughter of Mr V8
666/3 (imp) and Anna-Bri 56 (JDH Mr Manso
855/8). Her progeny accrued 75 points on
the 2007 show circuit, just two points ahead
of second placegetter Kenrol Gene 0128.
Scoring the most points for Kayla 02 was
the multiple award winning Kenrol
Condaleesa 0195 (JDH Madison Man Manso)
who was the senior and grand champion
female at four of the five Brahman Feature
Shows this year. These wins at Toowoomba,
Rockhampton, Cloncurry and Grafton
(where she was interbreed champion) earnt
the cow the 2007 Feature Show Jackpot of
$440 for champion female, plus $440 for
first placed senior female. Also collecting
points for Kenrol Kayla 02 were the ET
siblings by JDH Mr Boswick Manso (imp),
Kenrol Serinsista 0242, who was the junior
champion female at Charters Towers Feature
Show, Ridgelands and Baralaba, and Kenrol
Mr Steadwick 0243 who was the reserve
junior champion at Ridgelands.
Second placed Dam of the Year Kenrol Gene
0128 is a February 2003-drop daughter of
Mr V8 440/4 (imp) and Register of Renown
female and 2004 Dam of the Year Kenrol

26 December 2007

Wayne Buchbach, State Manager, Commonwealth Bank Agribusiness presents the plaques for Sire Of The Year
won by JDH Sir Marri Manso 557/4 presented to Wendy Cole, Kenrol Brahman stud, Gracemere; (second) FBC
W Jordan De manso, presented to Scott Angel, Glengarry Brahman stud, Rockhampton and (third) Mr Winchester
Magnum 999 presented to Beth Streeter, Palmvale Brahman stud, Marlborough

Miss Congeneality. Her winning progeny
- Kenrol Marri Manso 0246, Kenrol Sir Marri
Manso 0249, Kenrol Miss Marri 0256 and
Kenrol Lady Marri 0251 – were all by 2007
Sire of the Year JDH Sir Marri Manso who
topped the leader board with 85 points.
The 13-year-old semen donor is a son of
JDH Domino Manso 42 and JDH Queen Lila
Manso. The Gene/Marri Manso progeny
scored two grand championships, six
championships, five reserve championships
and eight class places at eight shows. Wins
included calf and grand champion male at
Toowoomba and calf champion at
Rockhampton Junior Beef Show and
Marlborough (Kenrol Marri Manso 0246),
calf champion female at Toowoomba
(Kenrol Miss Marri 0256) and calf champion
female at Rockhampton Junior Beef Show
(Kenrol Lady Marri 0251).
Second placed Sire of the Year FBC W Jordan
De Manso is a fully imported blood JDH
Madison Man Manso/JDH Miss Christoda

Manso son owned by Scott and Geoff Angel,
Glengarry, Kunwarara. His four progeny
accumulated 58 points at five shows. They
included Glengarry Precision 1400 who was
the junior champion bull at Brisbane,
Mackay and The Caves (where he was also
grand champion); Glengarry Pixie, the calf
and supreme champion at Marlborough;
Glengarry Bendigo 1378, the calf champion
in Rockhampton, and Glengarry Duchess,
the reserve junior champion female at
Mackay and The Caves.
Third placed Sire of the Year was the red
semen import Mr Winchester Magnum 999,
owned by K-C Ranch, Texas, US and entered
by Kearin and Beth Streeter, Palmvale,
Marlborough. His show progeny from
Palmvale and Topline studs collected 35
points at six shows. Most notable was
Topline Magnum Red Manso 1189, who was
the calf and grand champion bull and
supreme champion at Charters Towers
Feature Show.

Kenrol Kayla 02 does it again and again and …
Third placed Dam of the Year Kenrol
Serendipity 042 is one of the Kenrol’s
most decorated show females, herself a
Beef 2003, Brisbane and Sydney Royal
Show champion. She is the dam of Kenrol
Serenget ti 0262 who was the calf

champion female at Cloncurry Feature
Show and Mt Larcom, and the reserve
calf champion at Rockhampton and
Grafton Feature Shows and Marlborough.
Kenrol Miss Serene 0213 also collected
points for her dam by being sashed the

junior champion female at Rockhampton
Junior Beef Show and gaining places at
Toowoomba and Rockhampton.

Kenrol Marri Manso 0246

Dam Of The Year ... Kenrol Kayla 02

Kenrol Condaleesa 0195
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RBWS Top 20 vendors
- Wilarandy S comes out on top
by Lindel GREGGERY

With 499 registered bidders, 1001
bulls catalogued and 202 vendors,
it was anyone’s guess who would
come out on top as the first bull
entered the Rockhampton Brahman
Week sale ring at 8am sharp on
Monday, October 1.
After three days of torrid competition
between bidders and buyers it was South
Queensland studmasters Steve and Sharon
Turner, Wilarandy S stud, Woolooga who
scored the highly prized double of the top
price and the best average for 2007.
Six of the Top 20 vendors – FBC D, Eureka
Creek, FBC Mifsud Division, El Ja, Glengarry
and Mooramin – also featured in the top
averages list in 2006.
The best averages for 2007, calculated on
vendors offering three bulls or more, are
below:
1. WILARANDY S - $31,500 for three red
ET brothers by VL Rojo Bravo 2/28 (imp)
and out of Elrose Red Robin. The Turner’s
draft featured the top priced bull of the
sale, $80,000 Wilarandy S Branson, purchased
by Rathlyn stud.
2. FBC WALZ DIVISION - $19,500 for three
Hudgins bulls. Michael and Christine Walz’s
top seller was a $34,000 LL Sugar Ely Manso

Ed Chambers, Elders Rockhampton, buyers Glenda & Brian Kirkwood, Somerview stud, Charters Towers, and
vendors Beth & Kearin Streeter, Palmvale stud, Marlborough, are pictured with the $55,000 purchase, Palmvale
Brooklyn

727 (imp) son, bought by Scott and Vicki
Hayes.

paying $30,000 for a Mr International 50/1
son offered by Bowie and Wilson.

3. FBC MIFSUD DIVISION - $19,333 for
three sons of JDH Nieto De Manso 646/3
(imp). Peter Hall paid $32,000 for the pick
of the draft from Emanuel and Tracey
Mifsud.

5. FAIRY SPRINGS - $16,583 for a dozen
reds. A polled son of Fairy Springs Penne E
Rama at $40,000 topped the draft from
Eddie and Debbie Streeter.

4. EUREKA CREEK - $18,333 for three
greys. Peter Hall again came to the fore,

Buyers David & Julie McCamley, Lancefield D stud, Dingo (front) are pictured with
vendors Michael & Margaretta Fahey, Bizzy stud, Copmanhurst, NSW and their
$25,000 purchase Bizzy Brutus
28 December 2007

6. BIZZY - $15,667 for three red Select
Sires. Drawing the first three lots in the
catalogue didn’t hinder the Fahey family’s
30

Michael Walz, FBC W stud, Sarina with his $34,000 bull, FBC W Mr JJ Sugar Manso
(ET) that sold to Scott & Vicki Hayes, Yenda V stud, Mundubbera
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success at Brahman Week. Their top selling
son of Rowallan Red Brutus went to
Lancefield D stud for $25,000.
7. PALMVALE - $14,619 for 22 reds. Keiran
and Beth Streeter collected equal third top
price of $55,000 for a polled HK Mr America
435 / 2 ( i m p ) s o n , p u r c h a s e d b y
Somerview.
8. EL JA – $14,233 for 15 greys. The top
selling grey, a $55,000 JDH Mr Abel Manso
(imp) son, headlined the draft from Les and
Helen Donald.
9. KARIBOE VALLEY - $13,833 for six reds.
Mark and Natasha Allen’s first son of Kariboe
Valley Elton topped their offering at $20,000,
going to Rockley Pastoral Co.
10. NIOKA - $13,375 for four reds. A polled
VL Rojo Grande 4/95 (imp) son at $24,000
was the highest priced entry from Tim
Nicolle and family.
11. GLENGARRY - $12,688 for 16 greys.
The first son of Glengarry Pinaroo to be
offered by Scott and Geoff Angel sold for
$47,500.
12. MUAN - $12,188 for eight reds. The sale
of a polled HK Visa Brasil son to Kandoona
for $50,000 catapulted Len and Peter Gibbs’
Muan Pastoral Co into the top vendors’
list.
13. RENCO - $11,417 for six greys. A JDH
Mac Quarie Manso (imp) son at $30,000
was the pick of the draft from Justin and
Steven Ensby.
14. CARINYA - $9646 for 24 greys. John
Kirk’s draft featured a $35,000 JDH Databank
Manso (imp) son, purchased by Wandilla.

Phil and Chris Ensby along with Raelene and Justin
Ensby, Renco Cattle Co, Dululu

30 December 2007

Grant Berri, Muan stud, Biggenden and Dan Radel, Kandoona stud, Injune, look over Kandoona’s $50,000
purchase, Muan Hercules

15. MT CALLAN - $9600 for 20 reds. Noel
and Manny Sorley secured $55,000 equal
third price for the polled bull Mt Callan
Govenor, the first son of Kandoona Sidestep
to be offered.
16. ABBOTSFORD - $9409 for 11 reds.
Stephen Lamb’s draft included $27,500
Abbotsford Acta, purchased by Yoman.
17. EDENGLASSIE - $9375 for four reds.
A Mr MK Vernon 349/1 (imp) son at $18,000
topped the draft from Don and Rodney
Hohenhaus.

19. CARINYA M - $8773 for five reds and
six greys. Matt Kirk’s line-up included the
$22,000 red Rockley 1579 son Carinya M
Carlos.
20. MOORAMIN - $8625 for eight greys.
The highest priced grey Select Sire, $21,000
Mooramin Master Jack, helped put Andrew
Angel’s sale average into the top 10 per
cent of vendors.

18. FBC D - $9206 for 17 greys. The offering
from Tony and Joanne Fenech’s FBC D prefix
peaked at $24,000 for a son of JDH Nieto
De Manso 646/3 (imp), bought by Delta
Grove.
Clayton, Justin (standing) and George Bartolo,
Carrinyah Park stud, Nebo are pictured with Charles
Lund, Rathlyn stud, Clermont buyer of the sales top
priced bull, Willarandy S Branson for $80,000

Matthew Kirk, Carinya M, Mundubbera; Stewart
Nobbs, Yoman stud, Moura and Ken Rutherford,
Redbank Cattle Co, Morinish compared notes on the
success of the sale

Mike Langdon, Kiowa Creek stud, NSW; Wallace
Gunthorpe, Tarramba stud, Banana; Campbell and
his father Andrew Hill, Shawnee stud, Nundle, NSW
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Samari Plains reds still the flavour in
Roma

by Lindel GREGGERY

The polled red bull Samari Plains
Peter Pan wove some magic at the
2007 Roma Tropical Breeds Sale in
October, topping the fixture at
$15,000.
The two-year-old son of Alma Adam and
the Muan Wrangler cow Samari Plains Flash
featured two stars for marbling, three stars
for tenderness and six for feed efficiency.
He was purchased by Clark and Tait,
Enniskillen Pastoral Co, Mt Enniskillen,
Blackall who last year also paid top price in
Roma for a Samari Plains bull.
Keith and Annabelle Wilson and family,
Samari Plains, Roma recorded a $4375
average for their 20 red bulls, their draft
including the top priced herd bull at
$7500.
Overall, the Brahman portion of the Maranoa
district sale averaged $3212 for 104 bulls,
comprising 68 registered bulls at $3206
average and 36 herd bulls at $3222 avg. The
twilight female sale cleared 23 registered
heifers for a gross of $47,250, peaking at
$6500 to average $2054.

Keith Wilson, Samari Plains stud, Roma, with his $15,000 record priced bull Samari Plains Peter Pan (P) and
buyers Jan Clark and John Robbins, Clark Brothers and Tait, Powella, Aramac

Second best price of the sale was achieved
by a Samari Plains herd bull by Kandoona
Rob Roy, purchased by Elizabeth and Bevan
Radel, Kandoona stud, Yebna, Injune for
$7500.
Adam Gunthorpe, Tarramba A stud, Banana
received $6500 for a red herd bull by Rockley
1560, purchased by the Dahl family, Brolga
Gully, Baralaba. The Gunthorpe Pastoral
Company draft included a $5000 herd bull,
knocked down to Eniskillen Pastoral Co,
and a $4500 herd bull bought by Daandine
Pastoral Co, Allora. Daandine also invested
$5000 in Langley Dale Cassanova, a
registered son of Palmvale Unicorn and
Palmvale Miss Cherry 1476, offered by the
Robinson family, Langley Dale, Dubbo,
NSW.
Mt Callan S Generator, a polled red Wandilla
Samoan bull from Scott Sorley’s Mt Callan
S stud, Bell, was knocked down for $6000
to J a r ro d Wo h ls o n , J a c a n a s t u d ,
Jondaryan.
The top seller from the Olsen family’s Neslo
stud was a $6000 herd bull by Kandoona
32 December 2007

Andy Olsen, Neslo stud, Taroom, is pictured with his champion bull, which sold for $6,000 to Carly Schutt,
Carmanda stud, Bymount

Chirac, snapped up by Carly Schutt,
Carmanda stud, Bymount.
Regular buyers Laurie and Elaine Pampling,
Derbyshire Downs, Augathella paid $5000
for the top priced grey Tangalooma Job
Start. The registered son of Spring Valley

Kryptonite was catalogued by Bill and Lyn
Dalheimer, Tangalooma, Brigalow. The
Hughes family paid $5000 for the polled
red Muan Wrangler son Samari Plains Kimba,
and $4000 for the Billabong Privateer son
Samari Plains Spencer.
34
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Major buyers were the Hartley family,
Coopermurra, Mitchell who trucked home
24 new sires at $2646 average, bidding to
$4500 to secure a Neslo herd bull.
McInnerney Brothers Grazing, Surat invested
in 16 bulls at $2375 average, while six bulls
at $2917 avg went to E. Crosby, Hiddenvale
Station, Mt Bindango and five at $2600 avg
were knocked down to Simmie Grazing Co,
Injune.
Locals Michael and Ali Jacobs, Chesterfield
stud, Roma sold the top priced female,
$6500 Chesterfield Obsession 476/6. The
August 2006-drop daughter of JDH Sir
Andre Manso (imp) and Chesterfield Martina
(JDH Mr Boswick Manso) was purchased
by Nobbs Cattle Co, Inverrio, Duaringa. The
Jacobs also offered the first daughter of
$105,000 Tartrus Aristotle Manso, Chesterfield
Opal, who was knocked down for $3750 to
M. Phillips.

Bill Dahlheimer, Tangalooma stud, Brigalow, is
pictured receiving the award for Champion Junior
Female won by Tangalooma Katie from Melissa
Holloway, Better Blend Stockfeeds, Oakey

Ian McGilvray, Ridley Agriproducts, presented
Margaretta Morgan, Walubial stud, Condamine, with
the Champion Senior Female award won by Walubial
Miss Babs, which sold to Brigid Freegard for $3,500

Bull section Judge Colin Hewitt, Stirling, Roma,
presented the certificate for Champion Bull won by
Andy & Marg Olsen’s herd bull to Marg Olsen

Bill Dahlheimer received the award for second place
in the Junior Heifer class won by the entry of his
daughter and son in law, Marella and Andrew
Fitzsimmons from female section judge Graham
Bauer, Greendale, Tambo

Walubial Miss Babs, an FBC D Sam Power
Manso heifer from Margaretta Morgan’s
Walubial stud, Condamine, sold for $3500
to Bridget Freegard, Karanchi stud, Roma.
Two Hudgins heifers from Wal Shepherd’s
Condor stud, Christmas Creek sold for $3500
each. Condor Ele Wattle Manso, a polled
daughter of JDH Mr Manso 702/8 (imp),
was secured by Kenrol stud, while Condor
Miss Saffron Manso, by JDH Mr Manso 506/2
(imp), went to Wayne and Gayle Sharpe,
GMS stud, Guluguba.

JUDGING RESULTS

Females: Ridley champion senior female,
Lot 252, Walubial stud, Condamine; Dow
Agrosciences reserve senior female, Lot 253,
Walubial; Better Blend champion junior
female, Lot 235, Tangalooma stud, Brigalow;
Bayer reserve junior female, Lot 239, Zam
Beze stud, Dalby.
Bulls: Prolix/Pacific Seeds champion
Brahman bull, Lot 389, Neslo stud, Wandoan;
ANZ champion pen of two bulls, Petrie Park
stud, Inglewood; Virbac reserve champion
pen, Cockatoo Creek stud, Jimbour; Ancare
third placed pen of bulls, Chesterfield stud,
Roma.

34 December 2007

Sale Organizing Committee Chairman Bill Dahlheimer
presented Alli Jacobs, Chesterfield stud, Roma, and
Stud Manager Brendan Creber with the award for
third place in the pair of bulls class won by Chesterfield
Nike and Chesterfield Natalo

Graham Webb, Rural Business Manger, ANZ Bank,
Roma, presented the award for Champion Pen of 2
bulls won by Ken & Kath Burton, Petrie Park stud,
Inglewood, for entries Petrie Park Rha Lee and Petrie
Park Emperor to Kath Burton
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Feature Show Jackpot divides
$7500 in prizemoney
As an added incentive for stud cattle
exhibitors to attend more shows on
the 2007 circuit, the Australian
Brahman Breeders’ Association this
year instigated a 2007 Feature Show
Jackpot, offering a bonus cash prize
pool of more than $7500.
Eligible events were the Toowoomba,
Rockhampton, Cloncurry and Grafton
Brahman Feature Shows and the Brisbane
and Sydney Royal Shows.
ABBA general manager John Croaker said
the idea behind the jackpot was to
encourage exhibitors to continue on the
round of feature and Royal shows, rather
than just focusing on regional events.
Ribbon winners at each of the nominated
shows accrued points for class placings and
championships, based on a similar system
to that used in the Sire and Dam of the Year
Awards.
Cash bonuses were awarded in the calf
female, calf male, junior female, junior male,
senior female and senior male sections,
with an additional bonus for the overall
female champion and male champion.
Winner of the $440 jackpot prize for female
champion was Kenrol Condaleesa 0195
who also collected $440 for accruing the
most points in the senior female section.
She was shown by Ken and Wendy Cole,
Kenrol stud, Gracemere. The Coles also
collected $880 courtesy of Kenrol Marri
Manso 0246 who was the overall male
champion and the calf male winner, and
$440 for Kenrol Serengetti 0262 who was
the calf female winner. Another four of their
show team also picked up a jackpot prize
(see results below).

by Lindel GREGGERY

Kearin and Beth Streeter, Palmvale,
Marlborough collected the $440 jackpot
for the senior male winner with Palmvale
Absolute Sting.
RESULTS: Calf female: Kenrol Serengetti,
1, $440, 1; Eureka Creek Candy Girl, Kenrol
Lady Nan 0269, equal 2nd , $275 ; Kenrol
Miss Marri 0256, 3, $110.
Calf male: Kenrol Marri Manso 0246, 1, $440;
Glengarry Bendigo, 2, $330; MCL Diamond
Dealer, 3, $220; Jomanda Admiral, Kenrol
StevieJohn Manso, Spenbar R Remax,
Topline Magnum Rem Manso, equal 4th,
$55.
Junior female: Abbotsford Lady Lamar
2630, Mogul Miss I. Wittlesea 2nd, equal
first $365; Loma Jessie May, Topline Miss
Bonny Jo Red Manso 1162, equal 2nd,
$165.
Junior male: Spenbar Tally Ho 840, 1, $440;
Kenrol Sir Parker 0229, 2, $330; Blenheim
Ridge Royal, Glengarry Precision, equal 3rd,
$165.
Senior female: Kenrol Condaleesa 0195, 1,
$440; Mogul Miss Fontenot 8th, 2, $330;
Abbotsford Gaylene, Elrose Springtime
3994, Raglan Miss Donna, equal 3rd, $110.
Senior male: Palmvale Absolute Sting, 1,
$440; Mogul Swagman Manso, 2, $330;
Elrose Birdseye, 3, $220; Yenda Crusader
409/5, 4, $110.

Wayne Buchbach, State Manager, Commonwealth
Bank Agribusiness presents the plaque for the Feature
Show Jackpot Champion Female won by Kenrol
Condaleesa 0195 to Wendy Cole, Kenrol Brahman
stud, Gracemere. Ken and Wendy Cole also showed
the Jackpot Champion Bull Kenrol Marri Manso
0246

Placegetters in the Senior Male section were presented
with their prizes fromWayne Buchbach, State Manager,
Commonwealth Bank Agribusiness (third from left)
to Beth Streeter for Palmvale Absolute Sting 1st; Rodger
Jefferis for Elrose Birdseye 3rd and Glen Pfeffer for
Mogul Swagman Manso 2nd. Yenda Crusader 409/5
who was exhibited by Ron Kirk & Family came 4th.

Abbotsford Lady Lamar 2630 and Mogul
Miss I. Wittlesea 2nd tied for first place in
the junior female section, each collecting
a $385 bonus. They were shown by Stephen
Lamb, Abbotsford stud, Biloela and Dr
George Jacobs, Mogul stud, Maclean, NSW,
respectively.
The junior male jackpot of $440 was
awarded to Spenbar Tally Ho, paraded by
the Curran family, Spenbar, Condamine.
36 December 2007

Placegetters in the Senior Female section were presented with their prizes from Wayne Buchbach, State Manager,
Commonwealth Bank Agribusiness (second from left) to Rodger Jefferis for Elrose Springtime 3994 3rd; Glen
Pfeffer for Mogul Miss Fontenot 8th 2nd; Wendy Cole for Kenrol Condaleesa 0195 1st and Stephen Lamb for
Abbotsford Gaylene 3rd. Raglan Miss Donna who was exhibited by Andrew & Roxanne Olive also came an
equal 3rd.
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February all Breeds 2008

LENGTH, DEPTH, BREADTH, BONE, FLESHING - ALL IN 2 PACKAGES

WILARANDY S CALISTA MANSO

WILARANDY S MISS DEACON MANSO

Three lovely grey females only oﬀered for sale due to the dispersal of the Wilarandy S grey herd.

WILARANDY S MISS DATALIST MANSO

LANCEFIELD D ROSEWOOD

Three must see heifers all from the same dam. A family line of
consistent quality that would be an asset in any herd.

Used Sire - Lightly used for one season. Calves on the ground percentage polled. Progeny must be seen to appreciate what this
sire has to oﬀer to your herd.

Also Selling: One grey stud sire by JDH Karu from the same cow as the heifers above. Four herd bulls, including the ﬁrst JCC Radical Son to be oﬀered.

Steve and Sharon Turner, ‘Foxtail’, Calgoa Road, Woolooga Qld 4570
Phone/Fax: 07 5484 2120 • Mobile: 0417 492 225
Email: wilarandysbrahmans@hotmail.com • Web: www.wilarandysbrahmans.com.au
38 December 2007

Our Best Yet

Four beautiful Radical daughters, continuing on from last years draught of Radical females.
The best line of females we have ever oﬀered
oﬀered for sale.

WILARANDY S MISS RAD DOVE

WILARANDY S BEAUTY QUEEN

The best female we have ever oﬀered. Simply Stunning!!!

Beautiful rich red heifer, great udder.

WILARANDY S MISS JULIE R

WILARANDY S MARTIKA

Typical Radical females - beautiful length with strength of spine and bone to match. Any red studmasters looking for quality females to add
to their herd are invited to inspect these lovely ladies.

Pre-Sale inspections advised and encouraged. Come and see their dams and sisters in the herd.

Steve and Sharon Turner, ‘Foxtail’, Calgoa Road, Woolooga Qld 4570
Phone/Fax: 07 5484 2120 • Mobile: 0417 492 225
Email: wilarandysbrahmans@hotmail.com • Web: www.wilarandysbrahmans.com.au
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Widespread support at PBF sale
success
A large crowd, a fine spring day and
an offering of quality grey, full
American bloodline bulls and heifers
in a perfectly prepared selling
complex were the ingredients for a
successful 3rd PB Fenech Brahman
sale at Sarina in late October.
Visitors from across Queensland and into
New South Wales and the Northern Territory
filled to capacity the lawned selling terraces
of Paul & Brigid Fenech’s craftsman built,
on-property sale complex. The addition
of a huge shade sail to the area this year
ensured sale patrons enjoyed the bidding
action in full comfort from overhead
weather conditions.
The Fenechs were delighted to see a strong
representation of leading studmasters,
successful commercial cattle producers and
major Australian pastoral companies among
those in attendance and competing for the
PBF cattle.
The sale offering comprised divisions for
2yo sires, select young sires in the 16-17
month bracket, young unjoined stud heifers
and also semen packages.
Sale prices peaked at $75,000, a new record
for the PBF sale. PBF O’Hara Manso, a 16
month old select young sire by popular sire
influence JDH Westin Manso attracted a
constant stream of inspections on sale
morning and was considered one of the
favourites to top sale prices. A big EBV bull,
O’Hara weighed 610kg on sale day and
shows excellent muscle pattern. David &
Joy Deguara, Hamdenvale stud, Simla
entered
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Buyers Aaron, Joy & David Deguara, Hamdenvale stud, Mackay are pictured with vendor Paul Fenech and their
$75,000 top priced purchase PBF O’Hara Manso

however they had too much fire-power
and landed him for $75,000. “He is a lovely,
prospect with exceptional potential,” Paul
Fenech said. “We’re pleased to see the
Deguara’s showing such strong faith in his
credentials.”
Competition on the young sire prospect
section was strong. Charlie Randall of
Yeppoon paid $26,000 for PBF Washington
Manso, a very classy full brother to the sale’s
top seller, outbidding Consolidated Pastoral
Company’s Allawah stud. The first sale son
of PBF Beauman Manso and a half brother
to last year’s $52,000 PBF sale topper was
purchased by Ron & Bev White of Wilangi
stud, Marlborough for $20,000. This
youngster displays a lot of growth and
length at 17 months. Fellow Marlborough
district studmaster Jennifer McCamley of
Tartrus Brahmans purchased the first of the
select yyoung
oung
g sires. Her choice,, PBF

Impeccable Manso, weighted 630kg and is
by JDH Mr Shannon Manso. Tartrus was
impressed with this bull’s sire character,
temperament, grow th and correc t
structure.
The Bartolo Family of Carrinyah Park stud,
Nebo outlaid $18,000 for PBF Pacific Manso,
a son of the prolific “super dam” FBC Data
Ann Manso 206, with excellent muscling.
Eighteen thousand was also needed by
John Delahunty, Bundella and Colin
Delahunty, Rockwood, Hughenden to
secure PBF Palmer Manso, another quality
son of Westin.
Bridge Creek Brahmans, Lillianvale, Nebo
and Pluto Pastoral Company of Proserpine
also selected sire prospects in the young
division for $15,000 each. Pluto took home
a heavyweight JDH Brett Manso son while
Bridge
g Creek secured a son of JDH Sir Furnari
Manso.
Mans
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o.
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PBF Justice Manso, an 846kg, heavy muscled
JDH Mr Shannon Manso son topped the
2yo section at $55,000. Backed also by a
144 sqcm EMA and breed leading EBV’s,
this bull was a buy also for David & Joy
Deguara of Hamdenvale stud, Simla. The
Vendor and purchaser will equally share
the semen marketing rights in this sire after
strong expressions of interest had been
received from both International and
Australian breeders.
John Kirk, Carinya stud, Gayndah travelled
to the sale and selected three sire prospects.
His top purchase at $16,000 was the long
bodied and big boned 2yo JDH Palestimo
R Manso son, PBF Snowy Manso.
David Harch, Danarla Brahmans, Wooroolin
liked the look of the impressive beef quality
sire PBF Hillsborough Manso. This long and
thick muscled bull weighed 846kg and had
an EMA of 131 sqcm. Danarla paid $14,000
for him. Andrew Angel, Mooramin stud,
Clermont shopped early in the sale claiming
Lot 5, a JDH Westin son, for $13,000. This
same price was paid by Barry & Liz Miller,
Rhondhu stud, Mingela for the strong
pigment Palestimo rising 2yo sire PBF
Hughes Manso.
The superbly bred PBF Pilgrim Manso, a
near 800kg, rising 2yo by JDH Palestimo R
Manso out of the outstanding producer
FBC Lady Olga Manso, was a $10,000 buy
for the Scott Family, Ruan Grazing, Clermont.

Buyers David (centre) and Joy Deguara are pictured with Paul and Brigid Fenech and the second top priced
bull at $55,000, PBF Justice Manso 679/6. Renee Rutherford (front) helped with the photo preparation

Sandy & Judy Knuth of Charters Towers also
purchased a $10,000 sire, PBF Yarra Manso.
David & Sharon Ridgeway, Hannaville,
Mackay provided good bidding support
ending up with a smart line of six young
sires averaging $4,000. Six bulls were also
purchased by O’Brien & Sons, Kinrara
Station, Mt Garnet at the good value
average of $3,085. John Borg, Harrybrandt
Grazing Company, Nebo, a repeat buyer,
selected 3 bulls at an average of $5,670
while local buyer John Peterson of
Bolingbroke Station averaged $4,000 for
his three bull purchases.
44

Jennifer McCamley & Tom Emmery, Tartrus stud,
Marlborough, bought PBF Impeccable Manso 967/6
for $19,000

John & Julie Borg, Harrybrant Grazing, Nebo, bought
three bulls for $5,670 average

Penny O’Loughlin, PBF stud, PBF stud principal Paul Fenech and buyers Robert and Mandy White, Wilangi R
stud, Marlborough are pictured with PBF Cleo Manso 877/7 which Robert and Mandy bought for $13,000. They
also paid $10,000 for PBF Marie Clare Manso 113/7
42 December 2007

George Bartolo, Carrinyah Park stud, Nebo (right)
with sons Jason and Clayton, marks his bid for PBF
Pacific Manso 780/6, which be bought for $18,000
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The PBF sale again attracted International
interest. This year Malaysian buyer Elemen
Garisan purchased two young bulls.
The stylish line of sale heifers was met with
spirited buyer competition with prices
topping at $22,000 on two occasions. Dave
& Marie Simpson, Solo stud, Rockhampton
paid that price for the JK Mr Sugar Crata
daughter PBF Cosmopolitan Manso and
the Pace Family, Blue Water Hills stud,
Mackay also bid $22,000 for PBF Girlfriend
Manso, a yearling daughter of JDH Mr
Churchill Manso. Solo stud added to their
top price heifer purchase with an $18,000
bid to secure the 8 month old quality heifer
PBF Vogue Manso.
Robert & Mandy White, Wilangi R Brahmans,
Marlborough invested in two heifers at
$13,000 and $10,000. Their top heifer, PBF
Cleo, is a Beauman daughter out of a
Madison cow. Geoff & Scott Angel, Glengarry
Brahmans, Rockhampton were pleased with
their purchase of PBF Style Manso at $13,000.
This soft, feminine heifer features Westin,
Marri and Datapack bloodlines.

Buyers David & Marie Simpson, Solo stud, Millman (centre) are pictured with vendors Paul & Brigid Fenech and
the $22,000 equal top priced female, PBF Cosmopolitan Manso 924/7. The Simpson’s also paid $18,000 for PBF
Vogue Manso 111/7

There was intense buyer interest in the
semen packages offered at the sale. A rare
opportunity to secure semen from the high
profile and sale ring proven JDH Palestimo
R Manso resulted in a record price of $22,000
48

Gavin Scott, Rosetta, Collinsville and Owen Scott,
Ruan, Collinsville inspecting the bulls before the sale.
Owen bought two bulls for $8,750 average
Zakir Zahir and his brother Zaiton Zahir, Elemen
Garisan Company, Malaysia bought two bulls for
$3,500 average for export to Malaysia

Jennifer McCamley, Tartrus, Marlborough (centre),
caught up with Sally Ford and Ken Warriner, Newcastle
Waters, Elliott NT before the sale
44
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Barry & Liz Miller, Rhondhu stud, Mingela, gave PBF
Hughes Manso 715/6 a good inspection before buying
him for $13,000
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for a 5 straw package. Northern Studs Blue
Dog Brahmans of Charters Towers and
Windy Hill Stud of Atherton purchased the
package, in partnership. A 5 straw package
of PBF Paddy Boy Manso made $15,000
purchased by Vic Deguara of Savannah
Brahmans, North Eton while Wayne Preston
of Mackay was an investor in semen
packages from JDH Sir Furnari Manso, JDH
Sir Rigby Manso and PBF Hennessy
Manso.
Sale co-ordinator Ken McCaffrey said this
year’s PBF sale had cemented the fixture
as an important marketplace of the spring
sale calendar. “More studmasters and
successful bullock breeders attended this
year’s sale,” he said. “They appreciated the
sizable selection of quality lots, the
appropriate sale presentation and the
attractive buying value at all levels of the
market.”

Colin Delahunty, Rockwood, Hughenden and his
brother John, Bundella, Hughenden were among the
buyers. They bought PBF Palmer Manso 791/6 for
$18,000 in partnership. Colin also bought PBF Jack
Manso 730/6 for $8,000 and John bought two for
$3,750 average

Emanuel & Eddie Pace, Blue Water Hills stud, Mackay,
prolific investors in PBF genetics at recent sales, bought
PBF Girlfriend Manso 2/7 for equal top price female
of $22,000
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No.
18
43
10
5
76

Descriptions
Select Young Sires
Brahman Sires
Stud Heifers
Semen Packages
TOTAL

Gross
$266,500
296,000
125,500
49,000
737,000

Average
$14,805
6,885
12,550
9,800
$9,700

Top
$75,000
55,000
22,000
22,000

William Tucker, Garuda
stud, Bouldercombe is
pictured with Brett &
Merve Kinnon, Bungoona
stud, Clermont
Agents: Landmark, Elders
and McCaffrey’s Australian
Livestock Marketing.

Ron & Bev While, Wilangi stud, Malborough bought
PBF Murrumbidgee Manso for $20,000
Peter Howard, Manager, Nagoa Pastoral Co., Emerald
and Andrew Angel, Mooramin stud, Clermont,
compare notes while inspecting the bulls prior to sale.
Peter bought two bulls for $5,250 average and Andrew
bought PBF Gusto Manso 764/6 for $13,000

Charlie Randall, Mt Stuart, Capella, paid $26,000 for
PBF Washington Manso 818/7

David & Chas Harch, Danarla stud, Wooroolin, took
a keen interest in the bulls before buying PBF
Hillsborough Manso 766/6 for $14,000
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Broome Brahman to $5200
by Emma de Burgh FARM WEEKLY, WA

Northern pastoralists made a strong
show of support at this year’s fourth
annual WALSA Broome Invitation
bos Indicus bull sale, bidding
confidently to send prices to a top
of $5200 and notch up the sale’s best
ever average of $3078.
While just 12 buyers were registered at the
sale, nearly all had big orders to fill and a
91pc clearance ensued to result in the sale
grossing $412,400 - almost $90,000 more
than last year.
The annual event’s reputation for providing
qualit y Brahman, Charbray and
Droughtmaster stud bull was cemented,
with pastoralists showing their appreciation
by outlaying $556 more than last year’s
average of $2522.
This was made all the more impressive by
the fact that there were 147 bulls offered this
year compared to 135 last year, while 134
sold this year compared to 129 in 2006.
The sale was conducted under WALSA
banner, with Elders Breeding Services
auctioneer Dennis Roberts and Landmark
Senior stud stock auctioneer John Wirth
both wielding the hammer.

Landmark Broome representative Andrew Stewart (left), and Alan Batt, Broome, congratulated Mary and Doug
Dixon, Margaret River Station, Halls Creek on their purchase of Charlesville 1328, for which they paid the sale
topping price of $5200 at the WALSA Broome Invitation Bos Indicus Bull Sale. Next to the bull is Charlesville
stud principal John Wesley, Southern Cross

The hammer went down at the second-top
price of $5000 on four occasions for Brahman
bulls, with two of these being from
Charlesville and the others being from the
paddocks of Canterbury stud, New Norcia,
and Oakvale stud, Northampton.

Most buyers were there to secure some of
the 129 Brahmans on offer from five studs,
and it was this breed that underpinned the
sale with the top price of $5200, an average
of $3167 and a clearance of 95pc.

The Brahman offering stood up well,
considering all five studs had experienced
a disastrous season, and pastoralists were
keen to show their appreciation for quality
by paying solid prices throughout the entire
catalogue.

It was a back-to-back top price performance
from John Wesley’s Charlesville stud,
Southern Cross, as a well-muscled, thick,
quiet grey Brahman sire from the stud
fetched the peak value of $5200.

The largest teams of Brahmans were put
forward by Charlesville, Oakvale and
Canterbury, while Birrahlee stud, Williams,
presented seven and Ryvoan stud, New
Norcia, yarded one Brahman bull.

This was a clear improvement on last year’s
$4500 top price, which was also paid for a
Charlesville bull.

Mr Wirth and Mr Roberts had no trouble
finding bidders on the Brahman yarding,
particularly for the 51 Charlesville bulls that
sold to a 100pc clearance and attracted the
second-top average of $3469.

The $5200 smooth, stylish bull stood out
for his volume, excellent muscling, correct
structure and perfect temperament, and
had the genetic background to match,
having been sired by Bungoona Westly Tor
Manso 424.
The 19month bull was secured by Margaret
River Station’s Doug and Mary Dixon, Halls
Creek.
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It was regular buyer Lawson Klopper,
Christmas Creek station, Fitzroy crossing
that consistently drove prices above the
$3000 mark for Charlesville bulls, bidding
enthusiastically to secure 34 of the stud’s
bulls.
Among Mr Klopper’s purchases were bulls
that fetched $5000, $4900, $4700 and $4200,

with the $5000 bull being a grey 24month
Charlesville Hershey sired specimen with
a g o o d b u t t p ro f il e an d a qui e t
temperament.
Margaret River Station’s $5200 top price
purchase was its only selection from the
Charlesville catalogue.
Also bidding in the top price brackets for
Charlesville bulls was Bunuba Cattle Co,
Fitzroy Crossing, which collected six bulls
to an average of $4200 and a top of $4400
for a 17month stretchy grey bull sired by
Bungoona Manso 424.
Having an active bidding presence in the
Charlesville catalogue was Yeeda station,
Derby, which took home three bulls at
between $2000 and $2500, and Anna Plains
station, Broome, which secured two bulls
for $4200 and $3400.
Oakvale Brahman stud returned to the
annual fixture to provide a solid yarding of
42 grey and red bulls, and these met with
a good response from a range of buyers.
Paying the $5000 top price for a 25month
grey bull with Tartrus bloodlines was
Landmark Katherine, which was buying on
behalf of Jindare station, Katherine.
The Northern Territory contingent was
prepared to dig deep to secure the Oakvale
52
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bulls, paying an average of $3286 for five
red and two grey bulls.
Yeeda station was also looking to build on
its existing Oakvale bloodlines with the
purchase of 12 bulls at values between
$2000 and $2800.
Seven grey Oakvale bulls were snapped up
by Bunuba, including a stretchy 25mo Elrose
Fascination 2317 sired bull for $3800, while
Margaret River paid $4600 for a 30mo grey
bull and $3800 for a well-elevated 30mo
grey bull by the same sire.
Canterbury stud had the next biggest
yarding, consisting of 28 top quality bulls.
Margaret River once again outlaid the top
price of $5000 for the first bull in the
Canterbury catalogue, a 25mo upstanding
grey Canterbury Teacher-sired bull, whose
dam was 18yo PTIC with her 16th calf.
Paying among the top prices was Landmark
Broome, who selected 10 bulls at an average
of $3300 and a top of $4600 for a 22mo
bull sired by Ryvoan Dee Jay Manso, on
behalf of Queensland clients.

Elders Port Hedland representative David Butcher (left), with Helen and John Stoate, Anna Plains Station,
Broome and Canterbury stud co-principal David Lovelock at the WALSA Broome Invitation Bos Indicus Bull
Sale. Anna Plains was active in the Canterbury catalogue, purchasing three Brahman bulls, three Charbray
bulls and two Droughtmaster bulls from Canterbury and its associated stud Ryvoan

WHAT THE AGENTS SAID

Anna Plains selected three Canterbury bulls
to a top of $3800, JR & PM Grey, Broome,
snapped up two bulls at $2000 apiece and
Lazy-Z-Ten, Thangoo, paid $2400 and $2000
for two bulls.

LANDMARK senior stud stock auctioneer
John Wirth said demand for the better
quality bulls underpinned the big jump
in the average price.

A small but impressive team of seven red
bulls was put forward by Sue Patterson’s
Birrahlee stud, Williams, and this resulted
in the top average for the sale of $3743.

“The improvement came in the top end
of the market, with many more bulls
making $4000 to $5200 than ever before,”
Mr Wirth said.

Margaret River was active, bidding to $4600,
$3800 and $4000 for three young bulls,
while Helen and John Stoate from Anna
Plains were determined to get their hands
on some Birrahlee genetics, outlaying $4200,
$3800 and $3200 for three Birrahlee Bruno
02/29-sired bulls.

“It was very pleasing to see pastoralists
improving their herds, with competition
on these top bulls very keen.

The final Birrahlee bull went the way of
Jindare station for $2600.
One Brahman bull was offered under the
Lovelock’s Ryvoan stud banner, with the
grey 18month bull being purchased by
Landmark Broome for $2500 on behalf of
its Queensland clients.
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“The medium to lesser quality bulls were
similar in value to previous years, so this
gives WA stud breeders great incentive
to continue improving their genetics and
cattle husbandry.
“I congratulate our Kimberley, Pilbara and
NT staff and agents at Landmark for their
commitment to what is our sole bull sale
in the region, and their commitment to
WA bred bulls.”

ELDERS breeding services auctioneer
Dennis Roberts said the prices reflected
the quality of the bulls on offer.
“The sale was one of the best seen at this
venue with a strong loyal clientele and
a number of new buyers supporting it,”
Mr Roberts said.
“Buyers from far and wide rewarded the
continued investment in genetics by the
vendors.
“Buyers were again particularly strong at
the front end of the sale, with the astute
buyers paying up to $5000 later in the
catalogue where there were some very
good bulls.
“With the number of bulls on offer it
allowed pastoralists a terrific opportunity
to purchase a team of quality locally bred
bulls. “Overall it was a very pleasing
result with an increased average and very
good clearance, which is a credit to all
involved.”
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Carolyn hangs up her Akubra after
24 years on ABBA council
Throughout her 24 years of formal
service to the Australian Brahman
Breeders’ Association, retiring
councillor and former ABBA president
Carolyn Briggs has fought and won
a lot of battles for the breed she has
been associated with for 61 years.
“My intention all along was to try and get
Brahmans to be accepted in their rightful
place, which is at the top of the pecking
order in the Australian beef industry,” said
Carolyn.

Dr Heather Burrow, Dr Russell Miller and Dr
Keith Entwistle.
“In the early 1990s we personally and other
ABBA members donated females to the
CRC and a lot of good research has come
out of that initial work with Brahmans.”
As ABBA president from 1995 to 1998,
Carolyn was at the helm during the ABBA’s
Golden Jubilee year in 1996 which staged
a raft of feature shows, dinners and other
commemorative events.

She believes that aim has been well and
truly achieved.

“With Brahmans and Brahman-cross cattle
now making up fifty percent of the Australian
beef herd that speaks for itself, doesn’t it.”

Despite being busier than ever after retiring
from the ABBA council, Carolyn plans to
spend any additional spare time with her
growing list of grandchildren and great
grandchildren (currently five with three
more on the way at the time of writing).

Carolyn said one of her biggest challenges
as a councillor came in the early to mid1990s with the introduction of the MSA
beef grading scheme by Meat and Livestock
Australia.

She laughingly remembers a period when
her lobbying so was consistent and
concerted that MLA chairman David
Crombie’s wife, Margaret, was forced to ask
her husband: “Who is this Carolyn Briggs
woman that you have to ring every day.”
“But all the lobbying paid off and Brahmans
are now on a level playing field with
everything else and not being discriminated
against in situations where it counts.”
Another highlight of Carolyn’s time on the
ABBA council was her involvement in the
CRC for Cattle and Beef Quality and her
interaction with leading researchers such
as the late Dr John Vercoe, Helen Hearnshaw,
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She is excited about the future for Brahmans
and heartened by the recent record prices
being paid for Brahman seedstock and the
prospect of these exciting genetics trickling
down into commercial herds.
“The benchmark has been established now.
People will continue to realize that you have
to breed for a market; that market wants
consistency, and that’s something we can
give them now.”

“It’s been a very interesting phenomenon
that I’ve seen happen over the years and it
has been driven by reputable cattle producers
and scientific research,” she said.

“The most remarkable thing I had to do, in
1993, ’94 and ’95, was arguing with the
powers that be over MSA, which totally
discriminated against Brahmans at the
time.”

been widespread, including a carcase
competition win at the Murgon Prime Cattle
Championships and reserve champion
carcase at Beef 2003. There was also poetic
justice at the 2007 Brisbane Royal Show
when Carolyn’s 100-day grainfed purebred
Brahman steer placed second in the taste
test under a panel of six judges using MSA
scoring criteria, and her pen of six grainfed
steers took third place in the carcase
competition.

Carolyn Briggs

She also chaired the organizing committee
for the 2002 World Brahman Congress in
Rockhampton and treasures her interaction
with international Brahman breeders and
agri-politicians she met through events
such as this and the Rockhampton Beef
Expos. Representing the ABBA, Carolyn
twice traveled to Thailand and the
Philippines, and had the privilege of
presenting a conference paper at the World
Brahman Congress in Columbia, in
collaboration with Dr Vercoe.
Throughout her near quarter of a century
of service to the ABBA Carolyn also continued
to channel her energies into her family’s
Mingo Brahman stud and commercial beef
operation at Cona Creek, Springsure. Her
commercial success with Brahmans has

On retiring she paid tribute to the many
councillors, ABBA staff and Brahman
breeders she has met along the way.
“I’ve seen many faces come and go on the
council and it’s been a pleasure to work
with all of them. One of the longest running
associations I had was with Ken Coombe
who was the original secretary, a long
standing councilor and a former ABBA
president,” Carolyn said.
“All the staff members in Rockhampton
have been good people to deal with and
have been ably led by our general manager
for 25 years John Croaker. Of course, we
wouldn’t have an association or a breed
without the valuable contribution from our
members, who should be congratulated
for their valuable contribution in making
the breed what it is today.”
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NCC bursts onto sale calendar with
$70,000 top

by Lindel GREGGERY

The inaugural NCC Brahman Sale got
off to a ripping start on October 28,
with vendor Brett Nobbs achieving
a $70,000 top price and an excellent
$8229 average for 74 head.
Held on-property at Inverrio, Dingo, the
Central Queensland sale cleared 64 bulls
at $8601 average and 10 registered females
to a top of $20,000 to average $5850.
The highest priced lot was the $70,000 red
bull NCC Regent who is the result of a
mating between Letoken Revolution and
the HK Passport cow Kandoona 3968. He
sold to Stephen Lamb, Abbotsford stud,
Biloela, who also paid $24,000 for the
Letoken Revoltution/Valuce 839 bull NCC
Regatta.
A full ET brother to Regatta, the polled NCC
Rabbi, was bought in partnership by Fenech
Brahman Cattle Co and Alan and Lee-Anne
Thomas’ Topline studs for $60,000.
Darren and Sue Kent, Ooline stud, Goovigen
bid to $35,000 to secure the South African
embryo import NCC Springbok, who is by
Masbra Mas 98 34 in partnership with
Brisbane livestock consultant Peter Cory,
Malawac Pty Ltd. The partnership also
outlaid $26,000 for NCC Bantu, who is by
the same sire as Springbok and $7000 on
ET import NCC Shaka, a February 2006-drop
son of Masbra 1.
Stewart and Stephanie Nobbs, Yoman stud,
Moura made the winning bid of $22,000
for NCC Ability who is by Adamac 2125 and
out of the Tartrus Redmount cow NCC
Joleen 093R.
NCC Baccarat, a Letoken Revolution son
out of the imported
South African cow NCC
p

Vendor Brett Nobbs and buyer Steve Lamb, Abbotsford stud, Biloela, are pictured with the $70,000 top priced
bull, NCC Regent

Blanche Mari made $15,000, going to Henry
and Maria Townsend, La Belle stud, Katherine,
NT.
The Tartrus 2415 son NCC Hilton was
knocked down for $10,000 to Springfield
Investments, Kiah, Yuleba and the same
price was paid by the Kinnon family,
Bungoona stud, Clermont for the Adamac
2125 bull NCC Bailiff.
Noel and Dallas Daley, Cairwarra, Julia Creek,
gave the nod at $8000 for the Letoken
Revolution son NCC Banker, and the same
price was paid by Neil and Pam Callaghan,
Turramurra stud, Bundaberg for the South
African bull NCC Thabo, by Masbra 16.

A capacity crowd attended the Inaugural NCC sale
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Hacon and Sons, Granada, Cloncurry
invested $8000 in the South African blood
NCC Bongani and $7500 in the Adamac
2125 son NCC Bahama.
The highest priced grey at $8000 was the
ET import NCC Ele Lox 521 who is a son of
Bos Blanco Elefante Manso and a grandson
of JDH Mr Elliot Manso. He was purchased
by Gordon Salmon, Lestree Downs,
Clermont, who also paid $6000 for grey ET
import NCC Lox Rex, by Bos Blanco Bos Lox
Rex 99 (imp SA).
Codrilla Pastoral Co, Nebo, paid $7500 for
NCC Foreman, the offspring of HK Visa Brasil
and Tartrus Firefly, and $5000 for NCC
Babylon, by Letoken Revolution.
60
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Two Letoken Revolution sons sold for $7500,
with NCC Hallmark knocked down to Brian
Hughes, Lanes Creek, Georgetown, and
NCC Nostalgic sold to Peter and Sue Grey,
The Rivers stud, Marlborough.
The popular sire kept on attracting strong
prices, with NCC Rival going to Central Creek
and NCC Roulette to Springfield Investments,
each at $7000.
The major buyer was Graeme Acton, Acton
Land and Cattle Co, who paid $4026 average
for 14 new sires.
The first two daughters of breed legend
JDH MR Charley Manso 590/6 to be offered
in Australia created plenty of interest.
Les and Helen Donald, El Ja, Theodore
were the winning bidders on $20,000 NCC
Charley 640 who is an ET import out of Bos
Blanco De Manso 1001. Bonnie Keough,
Blue Dog stud, Charters Towers secured
the other Charley Manso heifer, NCC Charley
Lox 648, for $5000. She is out of Bos Blanco
Bos 568 96.
62

Darren Kent, Ooline stud and Brett Nobbs, are pictured with the $35,000 NCC Springbok (Imp ET), which Ooline
bought in partnership with Peter Cory, Malawac P/L, Brisbane. The syndicate also bought NCC Bantu (Imp ET)
for $22,000 and NCC Shaka (Imp ET) for $7,000

Noel Daley, Caiwarra stud, Julia Creek, bought NCC
Banker for $8,000

Stewart Nobbs, Yoman stud, Moura, bought NCC
Ability for $22,000

Graham Acton, Acton Land & Cattle Co., bought 14
bulls for $4,026 average

Keith Wilson, Samari Plains stud, Roma, bought two
red heifers for $4,750 average

South African visitors Charl & Etienne De Lange,
Greenlands Brahmans, took a keen interest in the sale
offering

Brett Kinnon, Bungoona stud, Clermont, bought three
bulls for $6,500 average including NCC Bailiff for
$10,000
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The Wilson family, Samari Plains, Roma took
home two Letoken Revolution heifers,
paying $6000 for NCC Maia 692, who is out
of the HK Mr America 353/2 (imp) cow
Miandaly Maia 1062, and $3500 for NCC
Charisma 690, out of the Lancefield D
Robinson 416 cow NCC Mocha.
The Letoken Revolution daughter NCC Ariel
722, who was out of a Cherokee blood cow,
went for $5000 to the Clementson family,
Capricorn Estates, Brooweena; while the
Bruce and Val Childs, Valuce stud,
Bouldercombe bid $5000 to secure NCC
Gemma, a nine-month-old heifer by NCC
Serengeti and out the Lancefield D Robinson
416 cow NCC Gemma 313R.

Bernie & Dennis Staal, Bos Blanco Brahmans, South
Africa, took a keen interest in the sale. Imported Bos
Blanco genetics featured in the grey section of the
catalogue

Les Donald, El Ja stud, Theodore, bought the top
priced heifer, NCC Charley 640 (Imp ET) for $20,000

Lanceﬁeld semen boosts coﬀers at
RBWS charity semen auction
by Lindel GREGGERY

The Jeff McCamley Memorial Youth
Development Fund, Capricorn
Helicopter Rescue Service and
National Heart Foundation shared
$32,000 in proceeds from the annual
Rockhampton Brahman Week Sale
Charity Semen Auction in October.
Nineteen generous sponsors donated 10
straws of semen and 10 registrations from
their leading sires to help the worthwhile
causes, with the 25 packages averaging
$1280.
Top price of $6500 was paid by Rob and
Gay Ford, Shilla Park, Peachester for semen
from Lancefield Kalahari Manso 9125, offered
by Ann McCamley, Lancefield, Dululu.
Charles Lund, Laglan stud, Rathlyn, Clermont
paid $6000 for Lancefield Marsden semen
offered by Damien Sturdy, Akama stud and
Graeme Kemp, Happy Valley Cattle Co. Mr
Lund was the major buyer at the sale,
investing in semen packages from five bulls.
He paid $500 each for two semen packages
from VL Rojo Grande 26/8 (imp) and one
from Mr 3X Dynasty 45 (imp), also outlaying
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$250 for semen from Mr 3X Dynasty 11/8
(imp). These were donated by the Tompson
family, Crystal Vale stud, Rockhampton and
Simon Cattle Co, Blackdown stud, May
Downs, respectively.
Glenda Owen, Shamrock stud, Lower Wonga
and the Frampton family, Little Creek,
Widgee shared the $4250 price tag for
semen from FBC D Jacko De Manso, donated
by Borilla Creek stud and FBC. The $90,000
bull was the equal sale topper at Brahman
Week last year.
Lyn Walther, Roseborough L stud, Lowood
paid $2000 for Lancefield D Robinson 416
semen offered by Bevan and Elizabeth
Radel, Kandoona stud, Injune.
Maureen Olive, Apis Creek stud, Marlborough
donated semen from JDH Mr Manso 479/1
(imp) and Kabala Laureate, the packages
selling for $1750 to the Kattenberg family,
Elzaphan stud, Mackay and $2250 to Renco
Cattle Co, Dululu, respectively.
Jeanette Sorley, J Net stud, Bell paid $1250
for semen from KP Monty, offered by Tartrus
and KP studs. The same price was paid by

the Schultz families, Hillview, Mt Larcom,
for 10 straws from FBC Wendell Manso,
offered by Eric and Val Nobbs, Lyndhurst,
Biloela.
Darrell and Larelle Schubel, Reldarah,
Coleyville paid $750 for 10 straws from
Kandoona Pollpass, the package donated
by Brett Becker, Barkly stud, Nambour.
A number of semen packages were knocked
down for $500 each, selling to Ken and
Wendy Cole, Kenrol stud, Gracemere
(Lancefield Rancher), D. and N. Christensen
(Tartrus Roman), Kerry and Faye Connors,
Rossendale stud, Bauple (El Ja Ripper
Manso), Kellydale stud, Bajool (Carinya 2030)
and the Robke family, Martin Plains, Mirani
(El Ja Amigo).
Buying semen packages at $250 each were
Kellydale (FBC F El Nino, Lochlea Titan Manso
and McKellar Impact), Jordan Grazing,
Kimora stud, Capella (Lancefield Bronson
Manso), Janaur Properties, Laramee stud,
Laidley (JDH Mr Gran Manso 04) and Karen
Ware, Lazebo stud, Calliope (Lancefield
Stanley King).
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Barkly returns to add buyer strength
to Brahman Week

by Lindel GREGGERY

(JDH Bryan Manso) and an $8000 JDH Nieto
De Manso (imp) son from FBC M.

who outlaid an average of $5500 for their
red sire battery.

For the third year running John and Trish
Dunnicliffe’s Barkly Pastoral Co was the
major buyer, investing in 80 bulls for a total
spend of $211,500 and average outlay of
$2643.

Repeat buyers for many years, Hacon and
Son, Granada, Cloncurry bid an average of
$8643 for their 26 purchases. As well as
$16,000 Glengarry Fort Worth and $15,000
Lyndhurst Colin, their buys included $13,000
Palmvale Bravo, $12,000 Fairy Springs
Montezuma and $12,000 Glengarr y
Boomer.

A $7000 JDH Mr Abel Manso (imp) son from
El Ja was the most expensive purchase by
the Hirsch family, Caranna, Charleville. They
invested in 12 greys at $5000 average.

It was the fourth year the Dunnicliffes have
sourced bulls at Brahman Week, their first
investment being 22 head back in 2004.

The Harris family, Go Go Station, Fitzroy
Crossing focused purely on reds, taking 22
back to Western Australia at $2431 avg.

The pastoral giant mates 30,000-plus
Brahman breeders annually and is
headquartered at Beetaloo Station in the
Victoria River District of the Northern
Territory.

Belyando beef producers Bart and Tegan
Wilkinson, Cargoon Qld Pty Ltd, invested
in 15 greys to a top of $7000, paying $3966
average. The family use Brahman and
Charolias bulls over their Brahman/
Droughtmaster cross females on 16,600
hectare Cassiopeia, Clermont and finish Jap
ox on 56,650 ha Cargoon, north-west of
Charters Towers.

Bulk buyers from across Queensland
and the Top End put a solid floor in
the market at the 2007 Rockhampton
Brahman Week sale.

John and Kate McLoughlin stocked up with
48 reds and greys at $3416 average, paying
to $8500 for bulls from Abbotsford and
Carrinyah Park. The McLoughlins bought
Scott Creek Station, west of Katherine, 18
months ago, purchasing the aggregation
from the Sultan of Brunei’s Jerambak
Holdings Pty Ltd.
The Condon family, Conjuboy Pastoral Co,
Greenvale trucked home 28 new sires, paying
an average of $4767. Their top selections
were the $8500 Select Sire Yenda Barrister

The Sultan of Brunei’s Brunei Export Meat
Co paid $3357 avg for 14 grey bulls, destined
for Willaroo Station, NT.
The Bennett family, Flagstaff, Taroom
selected a dozen new red sires at $4291
avg, paying a top of $6000 for a Tarramba
A bull. Also taking home 12 bulls were Des
and Joyce Dingle, Alarm Creek, Mt Larcom,

Clayton Curley, Gipsy Plains, Cloncurry with the Champion Pen of Prime Cows which
Gipsy Plains won for the fourth consecutive year at the Jeff Daniels Memorial Cattle
Sale held as part of the Cloncurry Agricultural & Mining Expo on 14 September.
The 2 red Brahman cows averaged 586kg and sold for $1.45/kg
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Colin Hewitt, Hewitt Cattle Co, paid an
average of $7455 for 11 greys, destined for
Alpha Station, Alpha and Stirling, Roma. His
new sires include $14,000 Mooramin
Buckshot and $13,000 Glengarry Fiddler.
The $40,000 red bull Fairy Springs Thirty
Thirty was one of 11 head purchased by
the Gunthorpe family, Tarramba, Banana,
for an average of $9591.
McMillan Pastoral Co, Mt Roseby, Cloncurry
bid an average of $3450 for each of its 10
bulls, while John Toohey, Glendu, Mt Garnet
paid $4636 avg for his 10 new sires. Ten
head at $8500 avg sold to Sandy Knuth,
Glencoe, Charters Towers, peaking at
$19,000 for an El Ja bull.
Nine bulls at $6111 avg were knocked
down to Montrose Grazing, Montrose,
Marlborough, with nine also going to
Malarga Grazing Co, Malarga, Brooweena,
for $6500 avg. The Hobson family,
Tyneholme, Banana also took home
nine red bulls, outlaying an average of
$3778.
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Tartrus Lanceﬁeld captures National
attention
The 34th Annual staging of the McCamley families’ Tartrus Lancefield Brahman sale at Gracemere, Rockhampton
in October captured the attention of the Beef cattle industry around Australia with a dazzling display of record
breaking sale ring action, a near $2 million gross and bulls selling to a strathospheric $240,000

Buyer Rodger Jefferis, Elrose stud, Cloncurry and Landmark Auctioneer Peter Brazier, Dalby (centre) are pictured with proud vendors Janelle and Matthew McCamley
and the $240,000 sale topping Lancefield M Billionaire Manso 1337/M

Again the two studs combined to produce
a sale result which maintained the fixture
as the leading stud cattle sale of any breed
in the Nation. Studmasters and leading
commercial cattle producers representing
holdings in Victoria, New South Wales, the
Northern Territory and Queensland were
on hand to invest in a sale team backed by
a diversity of breed leading grey and red
Brahman genetics and impressive beef
performance qualities, expressed in both
raw data measurements and high accuracy
genetic values.
Principals of both vendor studs were also
pleased to see in attendance among the
crowd, nationally recognised leaders of
other major beef breeds. Sale Co-ordinator
66 December 2007

Ken McCaffrey of McCaffrey’s Australian
Livestock Marketing said the conditions
leading up to this year’s sale presented a
tremendous challenge for the vendors and
sale agents. “Buoyancy has dropped out
of the market a little with concern about
the US dollar, seasonal issues and a very
much more competitive environment for
Northern seedstock sales,” he said, “however,
breed enthusiasts showed no hesitation in
supporting the time-tested, proven and
beef industry relevant Tartrus and Lancefield
bloodlines to the hilt.” Buyers were
impressed with the consistency of quality,
desirable quiet temperament and the
combination of pre-sale weight, dentition
and carcase scan information recorded on
the sale lots. “The sale’s supplementary

sheet is quite outstanding and a testament
to how these studs have taken the Brahman
breed forward in embracing optimum
weight gain and carcase performance,” Ken
McCaffrey said, “it’s the best reflection of
beef performance that’s ever been put on
paper for a Brahman sale and there wouldn’t
be a beef breed which wouldn’t be proud
to have these figures backing a major
sale.”
At the end of the day results calculations
showed that the total bull averages, spurred
on by highly competitive selected sire
competition, rose over $1,800 on 2006 prices
to $12,955 while the female section, which
averaged $7,890, failed to achieve last year’s
averages.
68
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The 63 selected sires averaged an incredible
$19,755 indicating the two studs importance
to the industry as a source of first choice
sire prospects.
Following last year’s stunning Tartrus
Lancefield sale when bulls reached the
heady heights of $300,000 and $155,000 in
the ring and conditions were more
favourable for buoyant bull sale results,
many were wondering what levels values
at the country’s premier seedstock sale
would peak at in 2007. The magnificent Lot
61, Lancefield M Billionaire Manso, at 22
months, 834kg, and with a 137 sqcm eye
muscle scan found the level, past $100,000,
past $200,000, before being sold to Rodger
& Lorena Jefferis, Elrose Brahman stud,
Cloncurry for $240,000. Billionaire is a super
stylish son of JDH Mr Brooks Manso and
the outstanding proven, top level producer
Lancefield M Shanoa Manso, a daughter of
JDH Datapack Manso. Matthew & Janelle
McCamley of Lancefield M stud have a high
opinion of the eye catching sire prospect
and elected to retain one-quarter share
semen interest in the bull. “He has always
shown exceptional potential,” Matthew
said, “and he has kept improving at every
stage of his development.” The Jefferis’ are
no strangers to big time bidding from the
buying bench at Tartrus Lancefield. Last
year they were underbidders on the
$300,000 Sale topper. In years past they
set the Tartrus Lancefield sale ring alight
with the $60,000 purchase of Lancefield

Vendor Jennifer McCamley, Tartrus, Marlborough is pictured with Tartrus Karl Manso 5590 who sold for $105,000
to Greg Jenkins and Margie Atkinson, Strathburn Cattle Co, Atherton Tablelands

Ambition and $87,500 purchase of Lancefield
Signature. “We made up our mind on this
bull very quickly,” Rodger said. “He has all
the breed and beef qualities we are looking
for and he brings to our stud some great
new bloodlines to work with.” “Ambition
and Signature have been extraordinary sire
investments for us returning progeny and
semen sales of over $1.5 million so far, so
we don’t have any hesitation in extending
the budget to secure top class sires,” Rodger

said. “Our view is that we can’t afford not
to buy the best sires which become
available.”

Consolidated Pastoral managers, Jason Purcell, Allawah, Banana and Angus Mitchell, Newcastle Waters, Elliott,
NT are pictured with the $50,000 Consolidated Pastoral purchase Lancefield M Blueprint Manso 1382/M, a full
brother to the sale topping Lancefield M Billionaire Manso 1377/M

School friends Naomi Bath, Capella and Jodi Wilson,
Lancefield caught up at the sale
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Thirty lots earlier in the sale, prices reached
six figures when Tartrus Karl Manso made
$105,000. Weighing in at 1,000 kg, this 27
month old son of JDH Karu Manso boasted
breed top 1% EBV’s for growth and carcase
weight and scanned a 144 sqcm EMA, the
equal largest of bulls in the sale. Again, like
68
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the sale topper, this Tartrus sire is bred out
of a high quality daughter of JDH Datapack
Manso. Northern breeders Greg Jenkins &
Margie Atkinson of Strathburn Cattle
Company purchased the imposing sire
prospect. They are in the process of
relocating their stud to the Atherton
Tablelands and plan to “gear up” their bull
breeding enterprise rapidly when settled
in their new location. Jennifer McCamley
of Tartrus stud has enjoyed sale ring success
with Karu sons in the past, having sold a
half share in Tartrus Rembrandt Manso for
$50,000 a few years ago.
Noticably Consolidated Pastoral Company,
as part of the group of four sires they
selected for Allawah and Newcastle Waters
Station studs, purchased full brothers to
both the top selling Lancefield and Tartrus
sires. Managing Director Ken Warriner was
in attendance and outlaid $50,000 for
Lancefield M Blueprint Manso and $16,000
for Tartrus Kade Manso, another big weight,
965kg and eye muscle area, 140 sqcm, sire.
Consolidated selected well early in the sale,
paying $16,000 for Lot 1 Lancefield Karribean
and $28,000 for Lancefield Sir Rickson, a
smart son of JDH Rick Manso weighing
801kg at only 20 months and backed by a
134 sqcm EMA.
The red sire section topped at $60,000.
Attractive 2yo Lancefield D Webke, a well
muscled and high EBV son of Lancefield D
Wrangler took the eye of Eric Slack-Smith,
Gladevale, Richmond. Mr Slack-Smith was
one of the major sire buyers of the sale
selecting four at an average of $35,000. He
also spent $40,000 on Lancefield M Reno’s
Pride, by breed Trait Leader JDH Sir Reno
Manso. This dark grey shows excellent
muscling and great volume.
A three-quarter share and full possession
of Lancefield D Reiffel, another 2yo by JDH
Sir Reno Manso, went to Les & Helen Donald,
El Ja stud, Theodore for $50,000. Vendor
and purchaser both liked the sireyness of
this bull, his length and overall strong
masculinity and breed character.
Noel & Dallas Daley, Caiwarra stud, Julia
Creek bid to $30,000 for Lancefield M Solid
Rock, an 870kg red sire with an abundance
of muscling, strong bone and a big
hindquarter. The Daley’s also invested
$20,000 in the poll red bull Lancefield
Inglewood by the renowned sire Lancefield
Illustrious.
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Don & Rita Condon, Conjuboy Pastoral Co, Mt Garnet bought 11 grey bulls for $6770 average

The heavy muscled, high performance grey
sire Lancefield Balmain, a son of JDH Baxter
Manso, made $26,000 selling to Bill &
Margaret Allison, Broadlands, McKinlay,
while Ron Kirk & Family, Yenda Brahmans,
Gayndah selected one of the quality
younger grey sires of the sale, Lancefield
Renova, at 18 months, featuring the
successful Reno/Meryl bloodlines for
$24,000.
The famous Meryl damline was also
represented in the $20,000 purchase
Lancefield Sir Princeton, by Hazelton Pastoral
Company, Blackwood, Middlemount. This
868kg rising 2yo has appealing carcase
qualities.

Brian Kirkwood, Somerview stud, Charters Towers
who bought Tartrus Tradition 5465 for $20,000 and
a Lancefield heifer Lancefield S Maxine 3799/1 for
$18,000 is pictured with Anna McCamley, Lancefield
A stud, Capella

Alister & Jo McClymont, AJM Pastoral
Company, Richmond, repeat sale buyers,
this year selected an outstanding line of 8
grey sires averaging $10,250. The 2yo heavy
muscled, high performance Lancefield M
Instigator topped their purchases at
$18,000.
Charles Lund of Rathlyn Brahmans purchased
two sires. At $22,000 he selected the 925kg
red, Lancefield Innamincka, a beautiful
bodied son of Lancefield Icon and, at
$18,000, Lancefield Diploma a 2yo grey sire
with the equal largest EMA of the sale at
144 sqcm. In the red sires the Hick Family,
Bezuma Pastoral Company, Julia Creek
bought well. Tartrus Truman, a 22 month
old 800kg bull from the family which
produced the high profile sire Tartrus
Redmount, was their top purchase at
$22,000 and at $19,000 they also secured
the young scurred sire Lancefield Bianchi.
72

Rhonda Inslay, Cocos Stud, Gogango and Henry
Townsend, Labelle Downs Stud, Katherine bought,
Lancefield Meryl Kay Mnaso 3759/1 in partnership
for $17,000

Mark & Oriente Maggiolo, Bendamore stud, Mourilyan
attended the sale
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Greg Jenkins & Margie Atkinson of Strathburn Cattle Company
were also investors in a red sire at $22,000. Their purchase was
Lancefield Veduka. At 883kg this bull scanned the equal highest
EMA for the sale’s milk tooth sires, 140 sqcm.
Tartrus Tradition, a stylish poll, rising 2yo red went the way of Brian
& Glenda Kirkwood, Somerview Red Brahmans, Charters Towers
at $20,000 while long time sale buyer Paul Kennedy, Wigton Grazing
Company, Hivesville paid $19,000 for the attractive young red sire
Lancefield Elton.

No. Descriptions
Gross
Average
Top
63
Selected Sires
$1,244,500
$19,755 $240,000
64
Brahman Sires
401,000
6,265
22,000
42
Stud Heifers
335,000
7,980
21,000
169 TOTAL
$1,980,500
$11,720
Agents: Landmark, Elders, Brodie & Company and McCaffrey’s
Australian Livestock Marketing.

George & Joan Harriman, Reedybrook stud, Mt Garnet added some
sire power to their good quality red herd investing in 3 Lancefield
sires. The 868kg milk tooth, big bodied bull Lancefield Idaho
topped their draft at $17,000.
Among the sale’s purchasers of grey sires at five figure amounts
were Northerners Carolyn Smith, Day Dawn, Charters Towers,
Hewitt Cattle Company, Mt Cooper, Charters Towers, David Dennis,
Walthum, Clermont, David Berryman, Windsor, Charters Towers,
and Kelvin Jochheim, Hillrise, Proserpine.
The grey bull section in particular received solid bidding support
from a number of leading producers looking to source lines of
quality bulls. Don & Rita Condon, Conjuboy Pastoral Company,
Mt Garnet put together a most impressive group of 11 grey bulls
averaging $6,770. Colin Brett, Brett Cattle Company, Northern
Territory selected 8 bulls while John & Val Dyer, APN Pty Ltd, Hayfield
Station, N.T. purchased a strong line of 13 greys at an average of
$6,000. Tooloombah Cattle Company, Marlborough benefitted
from good value buying in the reds, selecting 8 herd bulls averaging
$3,375.

Pictured relaxing with drinks after the Tartrus Lancefield Sale are from left, Debbie
Streeter, Fairy Springs stud, Monto, Manny Sorley, Mt Callan stud, Bell and husband
Noel (right), Betty and Roly Robertston, Coweki stud, Bell who bought lot 65 a
polled Lancefield bull for $7000

It was a Northern buyer who also purchased the sale’s top price
heifer. Shane & Bonnie Keough, Blue Dog Brahmans, Charters
Towers bid $21,000 for the polled red female Lancefield D Diamond,
a 2yo daughter of HK Visa Brazil. Brian & Glenda Kirkwood,
Somerview Red Brahmans, Charters Towers were also in the bidding
action on the females, outlaying $18,000 for the yearling heifer
Lancefield Maxine.
Two grey heifers made $17,000 each, they are half sisters from the
Meryl proven damline. Damian Sturdy, Akama stud,Calen paid
that amount for a JDH Mr Cavalier Manso heifer while the Cocos
74

Trudy Harme, Proserpine and Isabel and Robert Hicks, Bezuma Pastoral Co, Julia
Creek enjoyed a drink after the sale. The Hicks family bought Tartrus Truman for
$22,000 and Lancefield Bianchi for $19,000
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Lizette and Scott McCamley (second right) are pictured with Len and Roxanne
Knuth, St Pauls, Charters Towers who bought 4 bulls for an average of $3625 and
Geoff Watts, Bowen

Eddie Streeter, Fairy Springs stud, Monto is pictured with Cindy and Brian Hughes,
Lanes Creek stud, Georgetown

All across Queensland,
we’re growing our agribusiness to help you grow yours.
Our growing team of Agribusiness
Specialists all share one thing — they
combine agribusiness ﬁnance expertise
with a real understanding of the land and
its challenges. Take Richard Brosnan.
He grew up on a mixed stock and grain
operation between Inglewood and
Goondiwindi and is now an Agribusiness
Specialist based out of Rockhampton.

Richard Brosnan - Agri Solutions Exe

cutive

With 25 years agribusiness experience, a Graduate Diploma of Management and
real expertise in ﬁnancial solutions for the grazier, he’s a great example of what
our Agribusiness Specialists can offer you. And he’s just one of our growing team.
Call your local Agribusiness Specialist today:
Brisbane
Mark Ellard
0420 306 231

Kingaroy
Neville Roberts
0417 021 623

Chinchilla
Adrian Gallagher
0428 862 143

Mackay
Denise Malone
0417 425 707
Russell Preston
0427 755 022

Dalby
Glen Exelby
0429 847 450
Emerald
Melinda Kelley
0427 671 778
Russ Collins
0429 719 909

Rockhampton
Richard Brosnan
0427 967 895
Maxine Austin
0427 371 556
Russell Larsen
0428 613 921

Roma
Lee White
0427 293 605
Lisa Lonsdale
07 4622 8852

Toowoomba
Ian Paroz
0419 010 064
Scot Thomson
0429 636 970

Stanthorpe
Wade Krawczyk
0409 997 260

Townsville
Michael Hobson
0427 755 023

St George
Derk Abberﬁeld
0428 435 164

Important information: Eligibility criteria apply. Applications for ﬁnance are subject to the Bank’s normal credit approval. Full terms and conditions, including fees and charges, will be
included in Loan Offer. Commonwealth Bank of Australia ABN 48 123 123 124.
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stud and Henry & Maria Townsend in
partnership purchased a JDH Rick Manso
heifer for the same figure. The Dunn Family
of St Lawrence bid $12,000 for a Lancefield
2yo red heifer with New South Wales
breeders Diddine stud, Lismore taking home
a PTIC red Tartrus heifer at $11,000. Caleb
Weis of Goomeri also invested $11,000 in a
quality red Tartrus female while $10,000
Lancefield grey heifers sold to Tim & Lynette
Olive, Apis Creek, Marlborough and Glenda
Owen, Shamrock Brahmans, Lower
Wonga.

Larry Muller, Pluto Pastoral Co, Proserpine. Brian
Faloon, Giru who bought 2 females and Rob Hicks,
Bezuma Pastoral Co were part of Geaneys Northern
bus group
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James Croft, Elders Breeding Services Manager for
Central and North Queensland is pictured with Reg
Underwood, Bunda stud, Katherine NT

David Berryman, Windsor, Charters Towers, Lee
Wallace, Char Walla stud, Pentland and Lance
Abraham were also part of the Geaneys bus group

Bruce McGugan, Taroom took some time out in the
shade with Richie Hooper, Koonoowarra, Taroom

Col Brett, Brett Cattle Co, Waterloo Station, NT who
bought 8 bulls caught up with Robert Murray, Go
Farm, Rockhampton
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Record price after bulls killed
by Emma de BURGH FARM WEEKLY, WA

Triumph came out of tragedy for a
Northern Territory vendor who lost
many of its stud bulls in a trucking
accident achieved a WA record top
price for a Brahman bull of $13,000
at the 2007 PGA Kimberley Division
bos Indicus bull sale at Brooking
Springs, Fitzroy Crossing on August
24.
Of the 44 bulls loaded at Bunda Brahman
stud 670km southwest of Katherine, firsttime sale vendors Reg and Janelle
Underwood were only able to salvage 15
to offer at the sale after one of two trailers
carrying the animals rolled.
The sale, originally held between the late
1980s and early 1990s, was revived to
commemorate 100 years since the
establishment of the Pastoralists and
Graziers Association.

With a $13
$13,000
000 bull
b ll that fetched a record price for a Brahman at a
auction
ction in WA at the PGA Kimberle
Kimberley Di
Division
ision
bos Indicus bull sale at Brooking Springs, Fitzroy Crossing, was Steve Hartwig (left), Elders Queensland, buyer
Ned McCord, Bunuba Cattle Co, Broome, Edgar Richardson, PGA, Keith Anderson, PGA, Jubilee Downs, Fitzroy
Crossing, Jillian Jenyns, Brooking Springs station, Fitzroy Crossing, Mervyn Wortley, Ruby Plains station, Halls
Creek, vendor Reg Underwood, Bunda Brahman stud, NT and Ruth Webb-Smith, Wyloo station, Carnarvon.

Conducted under both the Farmworks and
Elders banners, it was a success with 128
Brahman and 16 Droughtmaster bulls
notching up a 100pc clearance due to
strong support from many pastoralists.

The vendor with the highest average of
the day was Alma Brahman stud, Bell,
Queensland, which sold three bulls to an
average of $3917 and the second top price
of the sale of $5500.

Steady buying support through the
catalogue resulted in consistent prices and
a solid overall average of $2840 and a total
gross of $409,000.

The $5500 April 2005-drop red poll bull,
sired by Mt Callan Boxer 17/00 (P) and was
out of Alma Rasberry 6/99 (P), was knocked
down to Dale King Holdings, Carnarvon.

The crowd had to wait for lot 165 in the
catalogue before the top price was knocked
down, with a grey Brahman specimen from
Bunda stud attracting strong attention
around the ring.

Putting forward the most bulls in the
catalogue was Stylo stud, Katherine, which
offered 41 top animals.

The November 2004-drop bull was sired
by Lanes Creek Navigator and was out of
Bunda dam BTU 541/23/9, and it was
Leopold Downs station, Bunuba Cattle
Company, Broome, that dug deepest to
secure the upstanding sire for $13,000 in
what was their only purchase of Bunda
bulls.
Bunda had 14 more bulls on offer and these
found favour with Yeeda station, Derby,
which secured six to a top of $2750, Ruby
Plains, Halls Creek, which paid an average
of $3000 for five, Brooking Springs, Fitzroy
Crossing, which outlaid $3000 for a grey
bull and Jubilee Downs, Fitzroy Crossing,
which paid $2750 for a grey bull.
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A wide range of buyers were active in the
Stylo catalogue, including Yeeda station,
which took home 15 bulls to a top of $3000
and Florina station, Katherine, which outlaid
the $4500 top price for a growthy grey Stylo
bull sired by JDH Karu Manso 800.

Matt Thomas, Emu Creek, Pilbera and Warren Schmidt,
Cooralya, Gascoyne WA

Other volume buyers of Stylo bulls were
JR and DJ Motter, Fitzroy Crossing, who
selected four bulls to a top of $3000,
Ruby Plains, which paid up to $4250 for 11
bulls, and Brooking Springs, which took
home four Stylo bulls for a $3000 average
price tag.
Ten bulls were put forward by Rodlyn stud,
Bell, and these were popular with Emu
Creek, Carnarvon, which paid between
$2250 and $2750 for three.
80

Reg Underwood, Bunda Station, NT; Peter Kelly, Elders
Katherine and Edgar Richardson, PGA Pastoral
Director
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Leading Studs of the Land present . . .
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A solid selection of 12 bulls was also
catalogued from the Mount Hastings stud,
Biggenden, and Yeeda continued to add
to its growing team of bulls by purchasing
seven, while Brooking Springs and Jubilee
Downs, Fitzroy Crossing, selected two.
Labelle stud, Northern Territory, presented
nine bulls to a good response, with $4250
being paid twice by Bunuba Cattle Company
for Grey two-year-olds.
Nine Brahman bulls were also put forward
by Rathlyn and Dale King Holdings paid
the $3250 top price also outlaying the same
top price for a Barlyne bull.
A bull from Muan stud, Biggenden, sold for
$4500 to Jubilee Downs, while TMG Brahman
stud fetched $3500 twice from the accounts
of Brooking Springs and Bunuba.

Harold Sealy, Farmworks Livestock Western Australia; Jim Edwards, Farmworks representing Queensland &
Northern clients and Murray Webster, TMG Brahmans

WHAT THE AGENT SAID

Wendy Cole, Kenrol stud, Gracemere is pictured with Kenrol Marri Manso
0245 the top priced female at the Great Western sale who sold for $20,000
to Charles McKinlay, Chasmac Park stud, Comet
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FARMWORKS livestock manager Harold Sealy said the 100pc
clearance was a reflection of the confidence being shown in
the industry.
“The sale went extremely well with the bulls being of very high
quality, and the bidding really reflected that,” Mr Sealy said.
“It was a fantastic effort for the vendors, many of whom had
to travel thousands of kilometres to get their cattle to the sale,
so it was a real credit to them that their bulls held up so well.
“The top bull from Bunda was a fabulous example of the breed,
and it’s good to see such strong confidence in the industry
that someone can spend that much money on a bull. This really
epitomised the whole event.”
Elders breeding services manager Kim McDougall said the vendors
did an outstanding job of presenting their bulls.
“The bulls were well prepared for the Kimberley market, with
the type and presentation being most appropriate, and this
was acknowledged by the buying public,” he said.
“We went into the sale a little unsure, but all our concerns were
quickly put to rest with a good strong sale from beginning to
end.
“A true highlight was the sale of Reg Underwood’s bull for
$13,000, as it was a bright moment amongst some bad luck he
had losing his bulls.
“I extend my appreciation to the Elders network, with
representatives coming from Queensland, the Northern Territory,
Kununurra, Broome and Perth to support the sale.”
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Sweet success for FBC W at
Gold City

by Lindel GREGGERY

A full Hudgins blood son of LL Sugar
Ely Manso 727 (imp) from FBC W stud
topped the 2007 Gold City Brahman
Sale in October at $18,000.
The annual Charters Towers event achieved
a 99.5% clearance selling 194 bulls for $3531
average. The 19 registered females on offer
sold to a top of $6000 to average $3263.
Two semen packages were also sold,
peaking at $5000 for semen from $300,000
Lancefield Burton Manso 3251, offered by
Damian Sturdy, Akama stud and Graeme
Kemp, Happy Valley stud and purchased
by Elrose.
Tony and Kathryn Mortimer, Token stud,
Cotswold, Eidsvold bid top dollar for FBC
W Johnwick Manso, catalogued by Michael
and Christine Walz, FBC W, Grasstree. The
well muscled grey is out of FBC Joanwick
De Manso who goes back to JDH Remington
Manso 784/2 and JDH Madison De Manso
(imp). Another Sugar Ely son, out of imported
cow JDH Miss Christoda Manso, was knocked
down for $6000 to Laroona Pastoral,
Laroona, Charters Towers, helping set a
$8125 average for the four FBC W bulls.
Second top price of $11,000 was paid for
Clukan Webke Manso 797, who is by FBC D
Webke Manso 797 and out of the Kabala
Alaska cow Clukan Barbie. He was purchased
by Herbert Hall Enterprises, Cowan Downs,
Julia Creek and was one of four bulls sold
for $5125 average by Steve and Theresa
Taylor, Clukan stud, Jambin.
E. and H. Matthews and Co, Arwonel stud,
Blue Range Station, Charters Towers paid
$8000 for the highest priced red, Topline

Alan Thomas, Topline stud, Goovigen who sold 13
red bulls to a top of $8000 to average $3461 is pictured
with Brian Kirkwood, Somerview stud, Charters Towers
who sold 8 red bulls to a top of $8000 to average
$4250
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Michael Walz, FBC W stud, Grasstree, Andrew Olive, Raglan stud, Raglan and Sale Sponsor Wayne Buchback,
State Manager Commonwealth Bank Agribusiness are pictured with FBC W Johnwick Manso which Michael
sold the Tony and Kathryn Mortimer, Token stud, Eidsvold for the sales top price of $18,000

Mr Hustler Red Manso 1111, from Allan and
Lee-Anne Thomas’ Topline stud, Goovigen.
He was sired by Mr JH 2000.COM 10/0,
whose progeny made $90,000 equal top
price at last year’s Rockhampton Brahman
Week Sale. Hustler Red Manso’s dam was
the JDH Datapack Manso (imp) cow Brahrock
Bonnie 2842.
Brian and Glenda Kirkwood, Somerview,
Charters Towers sold eight bulls for $4250
average. Their best lot was $8000 Somerview
Pilot 1262, a red son of Tartrus Matrix and
Somerview Miss Red Baron, procured by
the Breddan family, Charters Towers.

Mitchell and Lawson Camm, Cambil stud, Proserpine
and Rhonda and Bill Inslay, Cocos stud, Gogango
enjoyed a drink after the first day of the sale. The
Cambil draft of 14 averaged $3035 and the Cocos
draft of 10 averaged $2550

The Billabong CP Colombus son Bungarribee
Vautin 1123 was the top seller from Jim and
Bonnie Besley’s Bungarribee stud, The
Caves. He went for $7000 to David Jackson
and Son, Myola Station, Charters Towers.
The Besley’s Muan Rafferty son, Bungarribee
Scruffy, was knocked down for $6500 to Y.
Cox, Collinsville, helping achieve a $4500
avg for the six Bungarribee bulls.
The P.J. Ryan Family Trust paid $7000 for
Martin Plains Queenslander, an MCL
Challenger bull out of a Yenda Tradition
cow. He was offered by the Robke family,
Martin Plains, Mirani, who also received
$6500 for the Glengarry Indigo son Martin
Plains Quebec.
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Major Sponsor, Wayne Buchback, State Manager
Commonwealth Bank Agribusiness presented Shane
Stafford, Stafford Livestock and Property, Richmond
with the prize for buying the mystery lot of the sale,
an RM Williams travel bag valued at over $500

Sampson shows his strength in
Melbourne

by Lindel GREGGERY

Dundalee Sampson showed his
strength when he was sashed senior
and grand champion Brahman bull,
supreme Brahman exhibit and reserve
senior champion Bos Indicus bull at
the 2007 Royal Melbourne Show.
The rising three-year-old, who was the
reserve senior champion in Melbourne last
year, was paraded by Rebecca Humphreys,
Eureka Park, Tallygaroopna, Vic. He is a grey
son of Tartrus Abel Manso and is out of
Dundalee Red Pepper who goes back to
Walla Don Ontono Manso.
The Royal Show attracted 17 Brahmans
from eight studs and was judged by US
Simmental and Simbrah breeder Fred
Scheutze, Buzzard Hollow Ranch, Texas.

Judge Mr Fred Scheutze and Chair of the Cattle Committee Noeleen King present the sash to Supreme Champion
Dundalee Sampson being held by owner Rebecca Humphreys

He selected Dundalee Sampson as the over
30 months class winner before awarding
him the senior bull and supreme Brahman
championships. Sampson then qualified for
the interbreed judging where he was named
reserve senior champion Bos Indicus bull.

paraded the junior and grand champion
cow Wynmallee Jacquleine who is a
daughter of last year’s Melbourne supreme
exhibit Coweki Easy Does It. The 13-monthold heifer is out of the JDH Elefante R Manso
272 (imp) cow Wynmallee Antoinette.

T h e res e r ve s enio r B r ahm an b ull
championship went to the 2006 Melbourne
junior champion Lynton Bold Montarno.
The 20-24 months class winner, who is by
E3 Bold Future, was paraded by the Lynton
Brahman Syndicate, Creswick, Vic.

Her runner-up in the 12-15 months class
was Dundalee Corrianna, shown by Henry
Humphreys, Dundalee, Tallygaroopna,
however the reser ve junior female
championship was secured by the 9-12
months class winner Kiah Park Makita. The
polled red heifer is a daughter of Tartrus
Redmount and Rodlyn Miss 32/02 and was
entered by Rob and Karen McAlpine, Kiah
Park, Leongatha, Vic.

The 2007 junior bull championship was
collected by Wynmallee Casper, a Tartrus
Ambition grandson exhibited by Amanda
Basse and Family, Wynmallee, Mangalore,
Vic, who were named most successful
exhibitors. Wynmallee also bred and

The senior female championship was
presented to the Hudgins blood Jomanda

Nita 391, a JDH La Normande Manso (imp)
daughter exhibited by Wynmallee stud.
Lynton picked up the reserve senior female
championship with last year’s Melbourne
junior champion Lynton Desiree Moon, a
two-year-old daughter of JJ Dos Press 8
(imp).
First time exhibitors Marc Coates and Claire
Joliffe, Majors Run stud, Rushworth, Vic
were thrilled when their Piccaninny Creek
Aviation son Majors Run Duke 3, was sashed
the reserve senior champion bull.
In the group classes Wynmallee won the
group of three class and best two females,
with the blue ribbon pair of bulls paraded
by Michelle Dicks, Bysibotom stud, Kyneton,
Vic.
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Sweet success for FBC W at Gold City
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Wandilla Xcel, a grey son of Lancefield Capitol, was the top entry
from Lee and Gillian Collins’ Wandilla stud, Marlborough, going to
Allen Williams, Wallanbah stud, Riverside Station, Nebo for $7000.
The Collins’ highest priced red was the Wandilla Tamerlane son
Wandilla Xtra 477/8, who went to Brian Hughes, Lanes Creek,
Georgetown for $6500.
The Lancefield Signature son Elrose Shilo was the highest priced
lot from Rodger and Lorena Jefferis’ Elrose stud, Cloncurry, which
averaged $4667 for six head. Shilo sold to the Neilson family’s
Channel Country stud, Two Rivers, Boulia for $7000. Elrose also
received $6000 from Laroona Pastoral for the Elrose 3734 son Elrose
Sundance Kid.

Rodger Jefferis, Elrose, Cloncurry is pictured in the ring with a pen of his draft of 6
which averaged $4667, selling to a top of $7000

Old Banchory Grazing Co, Clermont invested $5000 avg in five
new sires, their purchases including $6500 red FBC D Brant Manso
726D, a son of JDH Lincoln De Manso 878 (imp) with a +72 EBV for
600 day weight and a +37 EBV for carcase weight. He was catalogued
by Tony and Joanne Fenech, FBC D, Craigleigh, Wowan. Old Banchory
also took home the $6000 bulls The Rivers Virtuoso, a Palmvale
Virtuoso son from the Gray family’s The Rivers stud, Marlborough,
and Laguna Sir Abel, a JDH Mr Abel Manso (imp) son offered by
John and Betty Atkinson, Laguna, Proserpine.
MV7 Pty Ltd, Amelia Downs, Charters Towers paid $6500 for Cambil
Kingston 3108, a Mr V8 901/4 (imp) bull from Bill and Lawson Camm’s
Cambil stud. Proserpine and $6000 for the Mr JH 2000.COM bull
Topline Mr Chiefton Red Manso.
Carlton 131, the sole entry from the Cann family’s Carlton stud,
Wolvi, sold for $6500 to B. and L. Miller. The FBC D Hoss Grande De
Manso bull was out of Brahrock Nav Empress 2343.

Geoff Watts, Bowen; Jim Pola, Manager North Queensland Register; Alan Sturdy,
Marian and David Deguara, Hamdenvale Stud, Mackay are pictured with Jim
giving advice to the photographer

Lance and Karen Pope, Glenborough, Yabulu received $6500 for
Glenborough Rambo Sota Manso, who carried JDH Navasota
Manso 55/1 (imp) and Yenda Nevada genetics. He sold to the
Nicholas family, Paynes Lagoon, Charters Towers.
Ailsa Smith, Milky Pines, Mena Creek, received $6000 for Milky Pines
Insp Impressive who featured eight stars for feed efficiency. The
polled red was purchased by Y. Cox.
Bill and Sue Blakeney sold the Brahrock Mr El Wise Guy son Warraka
Dan 1997 for $6000 to Laroona Pastoral, which ended the day with
nine grey bulls at $4611 average.
Bulk bull buyers the Anning family trucked home 17 new grey sires
at $2500 avg to Pretty Plains, Hughenden. A dozen greys at $2375
avg were knocked down to G. and W. Collins, Cotonvale Station,
Prairie and 11 at $2682 avg went to J.D. Delahunty. MV7 Pty Ltd
paid $4313 avg for its eight new sires, and seven at $2786 avg sold
to Dutton Downs Pty Ltd, Gilgunya, Hughenden.
The highest priced female at $6000 was the February 2006-drop
heifer FBC D Miss Lady Spring Manso, purchased by Matthew
Neilsen, Wulguru. The FBC D Kruger Manso heifer had been artificially
inseminated to FBC D Constable Manso 616D.
FBC D also received $4500 for its Sugar Ely Manso heifer FBC D
Lady Grande Manso 752D who sold to Kerri-Anne French, Spinnaker
stud, Glenmore Station, Hughenden. She also paid $5000 for
Miandaly Supreme Star and $2000 for Miandaly Supreme Soprano,
the first females to be offered by the JDH Navasota Manso 55/1
(imp) bull El Ja Supremo Manso. Miandaly averaged $3625 for its
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Gillian & Lee Collins, Wandilla stud, Marlborough are pictured discussing sale
prospects with Landmark auctioneers Garth Hughes and Peter Brazier. The Wandilla
draft of 12 averaged $3792, selling to a top of $7000

four Supremo Manso heifers, with Hammer and Co, Annevale,
Charters Towers paying $4500 for Supreme Senorita and the Mayne
family paying $3000 for Supreme Signet.
Crata Pty Ltd, Brisbane bid to $5500 and $5000 to secure two
Hudgins blood heifers from Tropical Cattle, Ingham. Tropical Cattle
Miss Cloe Manso was by JDH Colorado Manso (imp), while Lady
Ashton Manso was a daughter of JDH Atari Sugar Manso (imp).
Bonnie Keough, Blue Dog stud, Charters Towers received $5000
and $4000 for her KJ Argyle Manso heifers Blue Dog Vicki and Blue
Dog Tracey. They sold to Lolworth Grazing Co, Lolworth Station,
Pentland and Kerri-Anne French respectively.
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Bizzy Humphrey tops Grafton sale
at $8000

by Lindel GREGGERY

Reds from the Fahey family’s Bizzy
Brahman stud, Copmanhurst
attracted the highest prices at the
30th annual Grafton Bos Indicus Bull
and Female Sale on September 1.
The northern New South Wales sale drew
a top bid of $8000 for its 43 registered bulls
which averaged $3198, up $393/head on
the previous year’s rates. Three herd bulls
averaged $2410 and 51 registered females
peaked at $5000 twice to avg $2058. As
usual, there was also strong demand for
the F1 heifers on offer, with 108 head
averaging $789 and selling to $1000.
Michael & Elizabeth Fahey have been selling
at Grafton since the sale’s inception three
decades ago and this year averaged $3500
for their 14 registered Brahman bulls. Topping
the sale was $8000 Bizzy Humphrey, a polled
red son of Fairy Springs Beaumont and the
multiple show champion Bizzy M Sarina.
He was purchased by local buyers Tony and
Melanie Dougherty, Abmarla Pty Ltd.
The next best price of $6500 was paid by
Lance Strain, Mallanganee, for the registered
Kandoona Romeo son Bizzy 2288, who was
judged the champion Brahman bull and
grand champion interbreed bull of the sale
by Jason Strong, Catapult Genetics. Bizzy
also entered the champion Brangus and
Charbray bulls and the champion pen of
F1 females.
Stephen Sivewright invested in a new sire
for his Diddine stud, South Lismore, paying
$6000 for Mogul Shreik. The dark red son
of Mogul Maseratti was one of four bulls
sold for $4375 avg by Dr George Jacobs,
Mogul stud, Maclean. Mr Sivewright also
paid $3000 for the Jomanda Xcel heifer
Jomanda Mary and $1250 for a Billabong
Round Tree heifer from Mogul stud.
Condor Mr Data Manso 314 was the pick of
the draft from Wal Shepherd’s Condor stud,
Christmas Creek, going for $5250 to
Coombadjha Pastoral, who invested in three
bulls at $3833 avg. The full Hudgins bull
was by JDH Datapack Manso (imp) and out
of the Mr V8 189/4 cow Condor Miss Jewell
Manso 259.
Jeff Law, Walanoo stud, Casino, paid $5000
for Mogul Swagman Manso, who was the
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Michael Fahey, Bizzy Brahman
stud, Copmanhurst ; Grafton Bos
Indicus Sale Chairman Ron
Mitchell; Judge Jason Strong are
pictured with the Champion Bull
Bizzy 2288 which sold to Lance
Strain, Mallangonee for $6,500
Champion Female Bullova Miss
Kate with owner Clint Scicluna,
Bullova Brahman stud sold for
$5000 to Navajo Holdings, Uki,
NSW

senior champion bull at this year’s Sydney
Royal Show and Grafton Brahman Feature
Show. The son of Mogul Oakwood featured
a +67 EBV for 600-day weight.

purchases were $4000 Bullova Miss Kate
5142 (Mr International 50/1) and two heifers
from Penni and Kim Weller’s Blanco Ganado
stud at $2000 each.

Weston Pastoral Co took home two bulls
at $4000 each from Max, Dawn and Colin
Johnson’s Jomanda stud, Clarenza. They
were the Brahrock Mr Leader son Jomanda
Logan and the red Mr 3X He’s Got the Look
bull Jomanda Expose. Jomanda averaged
$3281 for its eight registered bulls, other
sales including $4000 Jomanda Flynn
(Jomanda Federal) to Austen and Sons and
$3750 Jomanda Data Conn (Datapack) to
Northern Cooperative Meat Co.

Larsdan Pty Ltd invested in four heifers,
paying to $4250 for Bullova Kurrawarra, a
full Hudgins daughter of JDH Karu Manso
800 (imp) with a calf at foot by Bullova Music
Man Manso.

Geoff and Jacqueline Yates took home four
bulls to a top of $3500, including three from
Bizzy stud.
The Scicluna family, Bullova stud, Kurrajong
Park, Quirindi averaged $3442 for a dozen
heifers, topping the female section twice
at $5000. Navajo Prime Holdings invested
in five heifers, paying $5000 each for Bullova
Princess 5138, a Mr L & A 35 (imp) daughter
with a Charbray calf at foot, and Bullova
Princess 6161, an unjoined light red heifer
by Bullova Music Man Manso. Their other

VP Grazing Co took home eight heifers at
$2129 average, their purchases including
$4000 rising five-year-old Elefante granddaughter Bullova Miss Rosetta 3117, who
had a calf at foot by Bullova Music Man
Manso.
Gael Dawson’s Letoken stud averaged
$2143 for seven females, peaking at
$3250 and $3000 for Glengarry Blueblood
daughters.
Bizzy sold 90 F1 heifers at $795 avg, their
top pen of 10 going for $1000/head to B.
George, Casino, who purchased 21 head at
$870 average. Repeat buyer Geoff Slack,
Berrico Station, Gloucester, took home 56
of Bizzy’s F1 heifers at $745 avg.
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Proﬁting from better reproduction
in the north

from CRC Beef Bulletin SPRING 2007

The secrets of cow reproduction are
being investigated by Beef CRC
researchers, with the aim of bringing
the power of genetic selection to
bear on one of the major profit
drivers in northern Australia’s beef
industry.
Reproduction rate is a trait with low
heritability. But research in Beef CRC Program
4: Female Reproductive Performance is
looking to identify more heritable genetic
attributes that collectively underpin “lifetime
reproductive performance”, or the number
of calves a cow can wean over six years.
Dr. Kishore Prayaga, senior research scientist,
CSIRO Livestock Industries, said there is a
strong argument that reproductive rate
underpins the profitability of key northern
beef enterprises, including the feedlot and
live export sectors which depend on cattle
numbers.
The Beef CRC has identified potential annual
profitability improvements of $46.5 million
from 2012 if the research is effective in
delivering increased reproduc tive
performance to northern beef producers.
The north, with 12.5 million head of cattle,
represents 57 per cent of the Australian
beef industry.
Northern Australia’s cattle industry has
reproductive losses of between 5-10 percent
in cows and 15-20 percent in heifers from
pregnancy testing to weaning.
Reproductive losses are often connected
with management - fac tors being
investigated in Meat and Livestock Australia’s
four-year Northern Australian Beef Fertility
Projec t. But the Beef CRC Female
Reproductive Performance program is
looking at how genetic solutions might be
brought to bear both on calf losses and
conception rates.
Program 4 Manager, Jim Walkley, said the
Beef CRC project has been built on top of
the comprehensive data already collected
by Beef CRC scientists on research herds in
the north.
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About 1900 cows at four research stations
across Queensland, representing lines from
generations already intensively recorded
in Beef CRC II, are being assessed for mating
and calving information, continuous
measurement of body weight changes,
teat and udder scores; measures of
adaptability like resistance to parasites, heat
and drought; and regularity of cycling.

Ultimately, the aim is to
have all the heritabilities
and genetic relationships
incorporated into Breedplan
Dr Pragaya said the reproductive assessments
- made every 4-5 weeks - would allow
researchers to determine factors like days
to cycling after calving, days to pregnancy
after calving and days to calving after
mating.
“The focus is primarily to understand the
genetics of new traits and their relationships

with all other traits measured, like age at
puberty, age at first calving and calving
history,” Dr Prayaga said.
Mr Walkley said other profitability issues,
like growth rate and tropical adaptation,
were recorded in Beef CRC II. But missing
information related to lifetime reproductive
performance will complete the picture.
“The information we accumulate in this
new project will overlay the records we’ve
already collected on these same females
or their relatives, so we can associate lifetime
reproduction traits with other production
traits and uncover any linkages.”
“Ultimately, the aim is to have all the
heritabilities and genetic relationships
incorporated in BREEDPLAN, so cattle
producers have a solid basis on which to
base selection for reproduction along with
other economically important traits like
growth, adaptation and carcase quality.”
“As well, the project will provide an
invaluable resource for discovery and
validation of DNA markers associated with
reproductive performance and adaptability
to tropical environments,” he said.
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NQ Brahmans to $12,000 top
by Kent Ward QUEENSLAND COUNTRY LIFE

Grey bulls topped at $12000 while
red male values hit $10,000 twice,
females fetched to $7000 and semen
sold for $1600 a straw at the NQ
Brahman Beef Sale, Charters Towers
on 8 and 9 November.
Sue Hammer, Annavale, Charters Towers,
secured the top seller, a 22-month-old poll,
Myrtledale Pablo 5309 from the Hyden
family’s Myrtledale stud, Proserpine.
By Myrtledale Pablo 3527 and from an Apis
Creek Herbert dam the two tooth weighted
846kg. In all 22 from the Hyden stable (Reds
and Greys) averaged $3455, including the
$6000 poll, Grayman (23-months), by
Myrtledale Grayman (MSP Mr Salluto 271
US) selling to John Brownson, Charters
Towers.
Top selling Reds were shared by the
Wandarri stud, Thangool and the Biloela
based Kangarin stud, operated by the
Dudarko family.
Wandarri Embury (36-months) made $10,000
for owners the Delroy family, Pluto Farming,
Proserpine. By Condor Hills Kenrick and
from a Wandarri Benson female, the red
sire was part of the 20 reds and greys from
Wandarri that averaged $4950, with their
Reds setting a $5438 medium and the Grey
component setting a $4850 average.
Wandarri Greys also topped at $10,000 with
their 21-month-old by Wandarri Silver
Monarch also going to Pluto Farming
Company. Another high selling red from

Buyer Sue Hammer, Annavale stud, Charters Towers; Steve Hartwig, Elders, Rockhampton and Owen & Shane
Hyden, Myrtledale stud, Bowen are pictured with the $12,000 top priced bull, Myrtledale Pablo 5309

236 bulls av $3273
Top $12,000
16 heifers $3172
Top $7000
5 semen pkgs av $4340
Top $8000
71% clearance

Wandarri was an $8500 Wandarri Mohawk
34-month-old, going to Mt Hector Station,
Proserpine.
The other $10,000 red was 32-month-old
Kangarin Savvy (Palmvale Voltaire) from
Nick Dudarko’s Kangarin stud, Biloela, selling
to Bill and Kelvin Jockheim, Hillside Station,
Proserpine.
A paternal half sister, Kangarin Zoey
(29-months), topped the heifer market at
$7000 for the Kangarin prefix selling to Lisa
Wallace, Ridgeland Station, St Lawrence.
Zoey carried a positive test to NCC Zambian
(SA ET).
Ten lots of both sexes from Kangarin
averaged $4100.
The top red herd bull at $7000 was sold by
the Topline stud, Goovigen, operated by
Alan and Lee-Ann Thomas, to Ridgeland
Station. Four red herd bulls from Topline
averaged $3750.
Top semen package was the $8000 parcel
in the first release US based grey, Mr V8 51/6
(P) selling for $800/straw to the Lund family,
Rathlyn stud, Clermont.
This parcel was one of two offered by the
Bartolo family, Carrinyah Park stud, Nebo,

Vendor Nick Dudarko, Kangarin stud, Biloela, buyer Kelvin Jockheim, Hill Rise stud, Proserpine and Ed Chambers,
Elders, Rockhampton admire the $10,000 equal top priced red bull Kangarin Savvy 686
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in partnership with Deguara family,
Hamdenvale stud, Mackay.
Charles Lund also outlaid $1600/straw for
the $7000 parcel (five straws) in the allbreeds auction record holder, Lancefield
Burton Manso 3251.
Top grey heifer was the $5000, 18-monthold Pioneer Park Libby Manso, a full Hudgins
blood entry from Tony Brown’s Pioneer Park
stud, Mackay, selling to Joe and Rachel
Olive, Nullegai stud, Marlborough.
A trio of grey heifers averaged $4166 for
Pioneer Park.
Kelvin and Margaret Moloney, Kenilworth
stud, Mt Coolon, took the Grey herd bull
honours at $9000 for their 24-month-old
poll, selling to the Core family, Mt Fullstop
Station, Charters Towers. Kenilworth took
home the sale top average of $6667 with
all three polls all going to Mt Fullstop.
Bulk buyers included Barry Kelly, Jindare
Station, Pine Creek, NT, with 20 for a $3325
average while Elders Rockhampton acting
for a Cloncurry based client selected 19 for
a $2790 medium. John and Jan Burnett,
Bendemeer, Clermont, accounted for 13 for
a $2692; Dennis Pastoral Investments,
Walthum, Clermont, 10 to av $3850;
Morrmorr Pastoral Company, Delta Downs,
Normanton, 16 averaged $2219, while Steve
and Narie Anning, Wongalee Station,
Hughenden, took nine at $2611 each.
Mark and Tarsh Allen, Kariboe stud, Thangool,
averaged $4416 for six Red males topping
at $8000 for a Kandoona Republican son
to Jindare Station.

Greg Delroy, Wandarri stud, Thangool, is pictured with Wandarri Embury 4523, which sold to Pluto Pastoral
Co., Proserpine, for equal top red bull price of $10,000

Major vendors the Bartolo family, Carrinyah
Park stud, Nebo, ended with a $2762 average
for 39 red and greys of both sexes, including
$6000 for a Red son of Warraka Thangi, and
$6000 for a grey poll to Mt Fullstop.
Jim and Bonnie Besley, Bungarribee stud,
Barmoya, set at $3666 average for their six
reds, while Steve and Cheryl Lamb,
Abbotsford stud, Biloela, scored a $4000
average for their 12 greys, topping at $8500
for a FBC Wendell Manso son to Raglan
stud, Raglan.
Andrew and Roxanne Olive, Raglan stud,
also picked up a $8000 21-month-old

Jody Caton; Steve Hartwig, Elders Rockhampton and John Roche, Ridgeland Station, St Lawrence, are pictured
with Kangarin Zoey, which sold to Lisa Wallace for the top female price of $7,000
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stablemate by Madison (US) and two at an
average $4750 from the Kupala prefix,
operated by Gary and Janice Van Itallie,
Gracemere. Topping at $6000, both were
sons of Bungoona Dajarra Manso. Raglan
took home five new introductions at an
average $5800.
The McMahon family, Charters Towers, took
three home for a $5833, including two from
Wandarri to average $6750 topping at $7000
for a Silver Monarch son.
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Bulldozers, Brahmans & buffel grass
- how Eric Nobbs built his pastoral empire
by Lindel GREGGERY

Bulldozers, Brahmans and buffel grass
have been the key ingredients that
have combined to take Eric Nobbs
from a visionary but penniless19year-old selector to the respected
90-year-old head of Yandaburra
Pastoral Co which runs 20,000 cattle
on 57,000 hectares in Central
Queensland.
“When I started off clearing timber we only
had an axe. When the first dozers came in
after the war it made all the difficult clearing
easy,” said Eric.
“Then the Brahmans made the difference
in the cattle industry and during the past
ten or twenty years it has been the buffel
grass that has shone out.”
He also at tributes hard work and
perseverance as keys to his success. “I always
say that hard work is part of it, I don’t say
you’ll survive on it, but it is part of it.”

aggregation Ruddlea, Stanford Park and
Delargum. The pastoral company is run by
Eric and his three sons - Chas, Stewart and
Rodger – who also operate their own stud
and commercial enterprises at Moura (based
at Cordelia, Wingara and Yoman).
Eric has seen a lot of changes in the past
nine decades. When he was born in 1917
his mother travelled 160km by buggy and
sulky to get from their property Warawee,
located between Jandowae and Chinchilla,
to give birth in the Toowoomba hospital.
The family had moved to the Darling Downs
from the Clarence River in northern New
South Wales seven years earlier to take up
dairying and grazing.
“In those days everyone had to help with
the milking,” Eric said.
“I could milk six cows when I was six years
old and it was all hand milking until we got
our first milking machine in 1928.”

The fact that he persevered when others
didn’t was also critical to the building of his
pastoral dynasty.

Before owning a car the family used to
travel the 58km to Chinchilla by horse and
buggy, a feat made perilous due to the
prickly pear plague on the Darling Downs
at the time.

“When I drew the block at Moura there
would have been twenty or thirty selectors
and most of them got sick of it in the first
ten years and I stayed there,” he said.

“The prickly pear was that thick you could
just about touch it on both sides of the
buggy. There would have been tree pears
about eight feet high,” he said.

Today Yandaburra Pastoral Co comprises
the Springsure district properties Yandaburra,
Beauchamp, Lake Salvatore and Glenrock,
totaling 44,550ha, and the 12,960ha Bauhinia

“The cattle in that area, which we called
The Park, were mud fat, but I wouldn’t have
liked the job of mustering them.”

Eric is pictured at the recent Brahman Week sale with
son Stewart and grandson Tom

Times were tough growing up in the
Depression, but Eric said he’s “never been
one to get downhearted”.
Eric left school at 14 and remembers that
on his first day out fencing he erected 42
posts after digging every hole with a hand
augur. His father died in 1936 at age 49 and
a few months later teenaged Eric and his
brother spent six months on the stock route
droving cattle to Jackson due to the drought.
It was on that trip that Eric met Don
McLachlan who told him about the land
ballots at Moura, in Central Queensland’s
Dawson Valley. Although he was unsuccessful
in the initial ballot, one of the selectors
dropped out and Eric was lucky enough to
secure a block second time around.
Nineteen -year- old Eric named his
undeveloped 1400ha parcel of forest and
scrub country Burrawarra and spent the
next 13 years improving it, helped initially
by English friend Laurie Russell.
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“There wasn’t a dead tree on the block, so
there was plenty of work to do.”
Living quarters for the first five years
consisted of a self-built shed, and shops
and other services were few and far
between.
“In 1937 there was nothing at Moura except
the siding and Stan Misfield was starting a
grocery store. At that time he was operating
under a few sheets of galvanized iron.”
After some clearing and fencing Eric
invested in some dairy cows and sold cream
for two and a half pence per pound to the
Wowan Butter factory. He also supplemented
his income by doing contract scrub cutting
for 16 shillings an acre and fencing for 10
pence a post.
At Christmas he would trek the 400
kilometres home to Jandowae, riding for
five days and leading a packhorse.
“One time I had the bright idea of taking
ten or twelve horses to break in while I was
down there - the only trouble was they
weren’t mates,” he said.
“When I got to the scrub between Theodore
and Cracow I just couldn’t hold them and
I lost them. That night I rode into Cracow
and arranged with a black tracker to find
them, and the next morning he had found
them in half an hour or so.”

Regular and highly successful competitors in prime cattle and carcase competitions throughout Central
Queensland. Eric and Val are pictured with sons from left Stewart, Rodger and Chas and a swag of trophies
won at the Beef 97 Prime Cattle Competition

In 1949 he married Val Lewis from Jandowae
whose sister was married to Eric’s brother.
Over the coming years the couple had three
sons and two daughters. One daughter,
Helen, lives on the land at Thangool, and
the other, Linda, lives in Sydney.
Seeing the need to expand, the couple sold
Burrawarra in 1951 for 15,000 pounds and
bought Allambie at Springsure in the Central
Highlands for 11,000 pounds. It was here
that Eric got interested in Brahmans after

talking to his neighbour John Mayne,
Wealwandangie, who said that by putting
a Brahman bull over his Hereford cows he
had increased the dressing weight of his
steers by “sixty pounds”.
Most of the Nobbs’ early Brahman bulls and
heifers were purchased from Dick Fraser,
Dundee stud.
“I also remember buying a bull from Alf
Collins’ father, way back. We also bought
three decks of cows from a property at
Marlborough and they had been a registered
herd but the registrations had lapsed, so
we started breeding up from there.”
The trials at Allambie were numerous. A
run of wet seasons meant impassable creek
crossings, no mail service for months at a
time and the inability to get a builder to
start on a house for two years. With a young
family to consider, in 1953 the couple
purchased 325ha Lyndhurst at Biloela and
left Noel Brandt to look after Allambie, with
Eric going back and forth to help with
mustering.
“Noel was a very good man and we still
have his two sons, a son-in-law and
grandson working for us now; one’s been
here for 20 years. They are all very good
men,” he said.

Eric and Val with their family from back left: Stewart, Helen, Roger, Linda and Chas
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In 1968 Eric and Val sold Allambie and
purchased Cordelia and Wingara near
Moura and over the years have continued
to expand their holdings in the Central
Highlands and Callide and Dawson
Valleys.
“People said that we were mad for buying
some of the properties at the time, that
we’d paid too much, but we got in at the
right time. I’d say the country around
Bauhinia is as good a country as anywhere
in Queensland,” said Eric.
The improved scrub country is the backbone
of Yandaburra Pastoral Co which turns off
30-month-old two and four tooth Jap ox
bullocks that dress out at 350-390kg. They
are finished on buffel grass, opportunity
cropped oats or on the 1600ha of leucaena
planted at Delargum and Stanford Park. The
family also buy in and fatten 2000 to 3000
weaner steers and sell 500 Brahman bulls
and 200 Charbray bulls annually.
The focus on quality has been a key driver
of success for the Nobbs.
“I’ve always tried to have good cattle and
that’s one of the things that has helped us,
whether in the commercial herd or stud,”
Eric said. “If you’re feeding a beast it may
as well be a good one.”
He said their commercial focus has always
flowed through to Lyndhurst stud which
was registered in 1964 as stud number 129.
Sires are selected on their beef characteristics
and over the years Eric and Val have
imported around 10 bulls from JD Hudgins
Ranch in Texas, US.
“We’ve always worked in with the commercial
cattle so have been looking out for the beef
angle all the time. I think Brahmans stand
up anywhere for beef…they have improved
so much that I don’t know how much more
they could improve actually.”

This poem was written by Eric’s son-in-law, Trevor Shaw
and recited at his recent 90th birthday party

ERIC NOBBS
He may be turning ninety, and he may be stooped and grey,
but there’s more to Eric Nobbs than meets the eye.
A legend in his life-time, he has come a long, long way,
since he left the family home at Burra Burri.
It was back in ‘thirty-seven, when he drew a block of scrub
near Moura, where the Dawson River flows.
Axe work; building fences; large roots and stumps to grub foundations for the life style that he chose.
Producing cream for butter; saving hard to get ahead;
doing extra work to please the bank;
toughing out the war years; eking out his daily bread;
enduring every climate whim and prank.
He developed “Burrawarra”, then he moved out Springsure way “Allambie”, where it rained for months on end.
Moved back in to “Lyndhurst”, close to Bilo for a stay,
where Brahman bulls and cattle are now penned.
He has built a cattle empire over sixty years or more,
now his Heart-N-4 brand stands among the best.
He has tended to his family; kept the wolf from every door,
and developed premier blocks out in the west.
He hasn’t looked for fortune and he didn’t look for fame.
There’s no way known he’ll tell you what he’s worth.
He instilled in all his offspring to uphold the family name;
be honest, humble, truthful, down to earth.
There’s no room out in the long-yard for this spritely bloke to stay,
for he thrives on work and chores that must be done.
See, by putting off tomorrow, he is where he is today,
with working hours determined by the sun.
And he still looks to the future for its opportunities.
And he challenges the young to “have a go”.
From his background as a worker, Eric Nobbs’ a man that sees
a bit of yakka helps someone to grow.
So let’s join in celebration of an innings not yet done ninety on the board and more to score.
Hope we can be as fit and well from our lifetime in the sun.
Happy birthday, mate. We wish you many more.
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2007 SALE SUMMARY
LAIDLEY FEMALE SALE, LAIDLEY
No.
Registered Females
72

Gross
146,808

BIG COUNTRY SALE, CHARTERS TOWERS
Number
Gross
Registered Bulls
247
1,780,500
Herd Bulls
19
68,000
Total Bulls
266
1,848,500
Registered Females
59
406,000
Semen Lots
22
72,000
TOTAL
347
2,326,500

Average
2,039

13 JANUARY
Top Price
$11,000

19 & 20 FEBRUARY
Average
Top Price
7,210
$100,000
3,580
$5,500
6,950
6,880
$40,000
3,275
$11,500
6,705

FEBRUARY SUMMER BRAHMAN SALE, GRACEMERE12 & 13 FEBRUARY
Number
Gross
Average
Top Price
Registered & Herd Bulls
246
895,750
3,641
$22,000
Registered Females
189
531,000
2,809
$23,500
TOTAL
435
1,426,750
3,279
FASSIFERN VALLEY ELITE BRAHMAN FEMALE SALE, SILVERDALE
17 MARCH
Number
Gross
Average
Top Price
Registered Females
55
245,750
4,468
$20,000
WA BOS INDICUS GROUP/ELDERS 21ST NARNGULU BULL SALE,
NARNGULU, WA
21 MARCH
Number
Gross
Average
Top Price
Registered & Herd Bulls
57
152,000
2,666
$3,600
LONGREACH SALE
Registered & Herd Bulls

Number
52

Gross
148,876

Average
2,863

TOOWOOMBA PREMIER BRAHMAN FEMALE SALE, T’MBA
Number
Gross
Average
Registered Females
139
360,500
2,594
Semen Lots
6
11,050 184/straw
Embryo
1
3,500
Total Bulls
146
375,050
2,569

20 APRIL
Top Price
$7,000
21 APRIL
Top Price
$8,250
500/straw

PONDEROSA BRAHMAN BULL SALE, KATHERINE
25 & 26 MAY
Number
Gross
Average
Top Price
Registered Bulls
10
114,500
11,450
$18,000
Herd Bulls
217
976,805
4,500
$11,750
Total Bulls
235
1,091,305
4,643
GYMPIE BRAHMAN FEMALE SALE, GYMPIE
Number
Gross
Registered Females
135
512,300

Average
3,795

FORSAYTH TURNOUT BULL SALE, FORSYTH
Number
Gross
Registered Bulls
71
174,500
Herd Bulls
3
6,750
Total Bulls
74
181,250
Registered Females
10
16,400
TOTAL
84
197,650

Average
2,290
2,250
2,449
1,640
2,352

WALSA BROOME INVITATION BULL SALE, BROOME
Number
Gross
Average
Registered & Herd Bulls
129
389,600
3,167

2 JUNE
Top Price
$44,000
4 AUGUST
Top Price
$6,000
$3,250
$2,200
8 AUGUST
Top Price
$5,200

PGA BOS INDICUS BULL SALE, BROOKING SPRINGS, WA 24 AUGUST
Number
Gross
Average
Top Price
Registered & Herd Bulls
144
397,750
2,762
$13,000
GRAFTON BOS INDICUS SALE, GRAFTON
Number
Gross
Registered Bulls
43
137,514
Herd Bulls
3
7,230
Total Bulls
46
144,744
Registered Females
51
104,958
Sub Total
97
249,702
Brahman F1 Females
108
84,900
TOTAL
205
334,602

1 SEPTEMBER
Average
Top Price
3,198
$8,000
2,410
$2,750
3,147
2,058
$5,000
2,574
786
$1,000
1,632

GREAT WESTERN FEMALE SALE, ROCKHAMPTON
1 OCTOBER
Number
Gross
Average
Top Price
Registered Females
5
40,750
8,150
$20,000
Semen Packages
5
16,800
3,360
$8,500
TOTAL
10
57,550
5,755
ROCKHAMPTON BRAHMAN WEEK SALE, G’MERE
1 - 3 OCTOBER
Number
Gross
Average
Top Price
Registered Bulls
842
5,729,750
6,805
$80,000
Herd Bulls
69
341,000
4,942
$20,000
TOTAL
911
6,070,750
6,664

GOLD CITY BRAHMAN SALE, CHARTERS TOWERS 11 & 12 OCTOBER
Number
Gross
Average
Top Price
Registered Bulls
187
663,000
3,545
$18,000
Herd Bulls
7
22,000
3,143
$3,500
Total Bulls
194
685,000
3,531
Registered Females
19
62,000
3,263
$6,000
Semen Packages
2
6,000
3,000
$5,000
TOTAL
215
753,000
3,502
ROMA TROPICAL BREEDS ANNUAL SALE, ROMA
Number
Gross
Registered Bulls
68
218,000
Herd Bulls
36
116,000
Total Bulls
104
334,000
Registered Females
23
47,250
TOTAL
127
381,250

18 & 19 OCTOBER
Average
Top Price
3,206
$15,000
3,222
$7,500
3,212
2,054
$6,500
3,002

PBF BRAHMAN SALE, SARINA
Number
Registered Bulls
61
Registered Females
10
Semen Package
5
TOTAL
76

Gross
562,500
125,500
49,000
737,000

Average
9,221
12,550
9,800
9,700

INAUGURAL NCC BRAHMAN SALE, DUARINGA
Number
Gross
Registered Bulls
3
14,000
Herd Bulls
62
537,000
Registered Females
10
58,500
TOTAL
75
609,500

Average
4,667
8,661
5,850
8,127

TARTRUS LANCEFIELD SALE, GRACEMERE
Number
Gross
Registered Bulls
127
1,645,500
Registered Females
42
335,000
TOTAL
169
1,980,500

Average
12,957
7,976
11,719

NQ BRAHMAN BEEF SALE, CHARTERS TOWERS
Number
Gross
Registered Bulls
174
596,500
Herd Bulls
62
176,000
Total Bulls
236
772,500
Registered Females
16
50,750
Semen Lots
5
21,700
TOTAL
257
844,950

8 & 9 NOVEMBER
Average
Top Price
3,428
$12,000
2,838
$9,000
3,273
3,172
$7,000
4,340
$8,000
3,287

27 OCTOBER
Top Price
$75,000
$22,000

28 OCTOBER
Top Price
$6,000
$70,000
$20,000
29 OCTOBER
Top Price
$240,000
$21,000

TROPICAL NORTHERN BRAHMAN SALE, MAREEBA
23 NOVEMBER
Number
Gross
Average
Top Price
Registered & Herd Bulls
120
332,500
2,771
$6,500
Registered Females
31
110,500
3,564
$5,500
TOTAL
151
443,000
2,934
TROPICAL CATTLE BULL AND FEMALE SINGLE VENDOR
PRODUCTION SALE, TOWNSVILLE SHOWGROUNDS
29 NOVEMBER
Number
Gross
Average
Top Price
Registered Bulls
39
146,000
3,744
$14,000
Herd Bulls
20
57,500
2,875
Total Bulls
59
203,500
3,449
Registered Females
29
83,000
2862
Purebred Females
40
50,000
1,250
TOTAL
128
336,500
2,629
WILANGI INVITATION BRAHMAN SALE, C’TOWERS 29 & 30 NOVEMBER
Number
Gross
Average
Top Price
Registered Bulls
114
795,500
6,978
$30,000
Herd Bulls
230
810,750
3,525
$7,000
Total Bulls
344
1,606,250
4,669
Registered Females
23
136,000
5,913
$20,000
TOTAL
367
1,742,250
4,747
ELROSE INVITATION SALE, CLONCURRY
Number
Gross
Registered Bulls
46
531,000
Herd Bulls
113
642,500
Total Bulls
159
1,173,500
Registered Females
15
102,000
TOTAL
174
1,275,500

2 DECEMBER
Average
Top Price
11,543
$55,000
5,685
$55,000
7,380
6800
$12,000
7,330

2007 SALE
SUMMARY
Number
Gross
Average
Registered Bulls
Herd Bulls
Total Bulls
Registered Females
TOTAL

2,032
1,589
3,621
933
4,554

13,108,764
6,078,011
19,186,775
3,474,966
22,661,741

6,451
3,825
5,299
3,725
4,976

Top Price
$240,000
$70,000
$44,000
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2008

UPCOMING
BRAHMAN
SALES
LAIDLEY
10TH ANNIVERSARY SALE
19 January at Silverdale Saleyards
Elders, Landmark, Hayes & Co.

BIG COUNTRY
BRAHMAN SALE
4 & 5 February at Charters Towers
McCaffery’s, Geaney’s

FEBRUARY SUMMER
BRAHMAN SALE
11 & 12 February at Gracemere
Elders, Landmark

BRAHMAN COMMERCIAL
BREEDING FEMALE
SHOW & SALE
11 March at Gracemere
Brian Dawson Auctions, Elders,
Landmark, Fanning Rural Agencies,
Savage, Barker & Backhouse,
Ray White Rural, R.F. Duncan & Co

FASSIFERN VALLEY ELITE
BRAHMAN FEMALE SALE
15 March at Silverdale Saleyards
Elders, Landmark

TOOWOOMBA PREMIER
BRAHMAN FEMALE SALE
26 April at Toowoomba S’grounds
Elders, Landmark, GDL

GYMPIE BRAHMAN
FEMALE SALE
7 June at Gympie Saleyards
Elders, Landmark
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S H AW N E E
BRAHMANS

G.E. & A.G. HILL
“SOUTH MIDDLEBROOK”, NUNDLE 2340
PHONE (02) 6769 8251

DANARLA
David & Melodie Harch
MS 1395, Wooroolin 4608

07 4168 5005

Home of Beef Type
Brahmans
Incorporating the best of
Australian & Imported
Bloodlines

CRAIGISLA
BRAHMANS
Grey & Red Bulls Available
Group Breedplan Available
W.W.& D.E. Iker & Family
24 Winterer Cres, Dysart, Qld 4745

Phone 07 49581711
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BATANDRA

BRAHMANS

ALMA PARK STUD
Imported & Australian Sires
in Use.
Enquiries:
Allan & Robyn Sorley
& Daughters,
Alma Park Stud
P.O. Box 32
Bell, Qld. 4408

PH: (07) 4663 1142

Erich - Desley & Reiner Vresk
“Four Mile” Surat Rd. Yuleba Q.
Tel / Fax: 07 - 4623 5305
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